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Dear Delegate,
One of the key aims of the LASR Workshops is to encourage interdisciplinary collaboration
between participants. One example we have been citing is the collaboration between the Bioinformatics Centre (University of Copenhagen) and the Department of Statistics (University of
Leeds) who have been developing an advanced protein structure prediction framework called
PHAISTOS. This is currently based on a local model of protein structure and the method has
appeared in PNAS (Boomsma et al, volume 105, 2008, pp8932-8937) and is available in open
access. The method was used in the CASP08 competition and further details will be presented
in the paper here by Michael Borg.
There has been a tremendous upsurge of research activities in the area of structural protein
bioinformatics with statistical emphasis. Several papers have appeared recently from different
centres including our centre. However it poses a problem of consistent terminology as well
as of some inevitable overlap. Regarding terminology, there are some basic issues as naming
Procrustes superimposition methods. Unlabelled shape analysis has its own need when the
points in configurations have additional information, that is the points are marked/coloured. A
consistent terminology might appear through LASR. In spite of all these minor shortcomings of
a developing field, it is nice to see this progress. The edited volume entitled “Bayesian Methods
in Structural Bioinformatics" by Thomas Hamelryck, Kanti Mardia and Jesper FerkinghoffBorg is to be published by Springer which will help further to consolidate the field. Incidently,
LASR 2001 was the first workshop here to start statistical protein bioinformatics.

One of the poster sessions at LASR 2008
Looking forward, the dates for LASR 2010 are July 6-8, and for LASR 2011 are July 5-7. For
LASR 2010, our key speakers will include Terry Speed (University of California, Berkeley) and
Ernst Wit (University of Groningen). For LASR 2011, key speakers will include Yang Zhang
(University of Kansas).
Our themes continue to expand and grow. As usual there is strong emphasis on bioinformatics,
shape analysis, and directional statistics but we are not limited by these themes. Our poster
sessions are certainly one of the good examples where we have freedom to represent a wide
range of interdisciplinary statistics. The workshop strives to maintain our tradition of being
informal and relaxed, and encouraging interaction and discussion between the delegates. We
expect this will continue for LASR 2009 and hope you will enjoy this year’s event.
Kanti Mardia
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3. ABSTRACTS

Session I

Statistical Complexity in Protein Bioinformatics
Kanti V. Mardia
Department of Statistics, University of Leeds
1 Introduction
Problems in protein bioinformatics have led to various challenges in statistics. Here we focus
basically on a few problems related to shape analysis and directional statistics.
Random rotations have been reappearing recently in various problems. In Section 2, we summarize some key points for the Fisher matrix distribution which is the most plausible distribution
for random rotations. It requires a treatment of Haar measure which in practice needs a coordinate system. Eulerian angles are natural but the choice is not unique and neither is the Jacobian
simple. We deal with the three dimensional case in detail motivated by applications in protein
structure. Eulerian angles also appear in the registration of form (ie. when rigid tranformations
are filtered out), and a Bookstein type registration is given in Section 3. This is important in
matching two protein backbones. These sections involve Euler’s angles of one type or another.
Another important problem is how to make inference for directional models, especially where
the normalizing constant is intractable. Section 5 gives a recent approach to the saddlepoint
approximation to directional distributions. Another problem is how to sample such distributions efficiently (especially when the number of parameters are large). One approach which
seems to fit well in directional statistics is importance sampling, and we describe a simple case
which would make a building block. Bayesian analysis for directional distributions is becoming
popular and we comment on the current trend in Section 6. We end the paper with a discussion.

2 Random Rotations and the Matrix Fisher Distribution
2.1 Introduction
Distributions on rotations are becoming increasingly important and we give a brief overview
(with some new results) of the most common distributions on rotations, namely the Fisher
matrix distribution studied by Downs (1972) and Khatri and Mardia (1977). Since then Green
and Mardia (2006) and Mardia (2009) have given some further properties.
Let X be a p × p rotation matrix so that

X T X = XX T = I, X ∈ SO(p)

(1)

with |X| = 1 and I is the identity matrix. We will write the uniform distribution on SO(p) as
[dX], X ∈ SO(p)

(2)

which is the Haar measure scaled to have unit mass. The matrix Fisher distribution on a rotation
X (Downs, 1974; Khatri and Mardia, 1977) has probability density function (pdf)
a(F ) exp{trF T X}[dX], X ∈ SO(p),
9

(3)

where F is a p × p parameter matrix. Note that (3) is usually defined for the general case of
Stiefel manifold, and here we are dealing with a special case. Also the same distribution is
applicable to X ∈ O(p). For further details, see also Mardia and Jupp (2000). For another
model, see León et al (2006).
2.2 Uniform Distributions
The Haar measure is well known in multivariate analysis (see, for example, Muirhead, 1982)
but in practice we need to express this uniform distribution with respesct to a particular parameterization. Khatri and Mardia (1977) have provided an Euler type representation for any
dimensions. We will consider first the general Euler parameterization. Let us define p(p − 1)/2
Eulerian angles for X as
θij , i < j = 1, . . . , p,
(4)
where


−π ≤ θi,i+1


1
1
≤ π, − π ≤ θij ≤ π, i = 1, 2, . . . , p; j = i + 2, . . . , p .
2
2

Thus for p = 3, we have the three Eulerian angles θ12 , θ13 and θ23 where
1
1
−π ≤ θ12 , θ23 ≤ π and − π ≤ θ13 ≤ π.
2
2

(5)

Let Hij (θij ) be an orthogonal matrix such that in the diagonal places, there are unities except
at (i, i)th and (j, j)th places in which there is cos θij , and in the off-diagonal places, there are
zeros except at (i, j)th and (j, i)th places in which there are − sin θij and sin θij respectively
(j > i). Define
H (j) = Hj−1,j (θj−1,j ) . . . H1j (θ1j ), H = H (p) H (p−1) . . . H (2) .

(6)

The matrix H then gives a general rotation matrix in terms of Euler angles. We can have
different forms of orthogonal matrices whichcan beobtained by permuting the orders of multi! different orthogonal matrices which will
plications mentioned in (6). There are such p(p−1)
2
give different (or same) Jacobian of transformations. Also, we can permute unities in Hij (.).
Suppose we select the independent elements of H as
{hij (θij ), i < j, j = 2, . . . , p}.

(7)

Further let Hii be the sub-matrix obtained from H by taking the first i rows and i columns. Then
Khatri and Mardia (1977) have shown that the Haar measure (with respect to Πdθij ) becomes
[dH] = π

− 21 p2

{Γp



 Y
p
p
Y
1
|Hii|+ ,
{dhij (θij )/dθij }/
p }
2
i=1
i<j=1

where |Hpp | = |H| = 1, and
Γp



1
p
2



=π

1
p(p−1)
4



p
Y
1
Γ
(p − j + 1) .
2
j=1
10

(8)

Q
If the independent elements of H selected in (7) are different then the term pi=1 |Hii |+ needs
to be replaced by the full determinant from the Jacobian of the linear transformation of the
elements of the skew symmetric matrix H(dH)T to the independent elements in (dH)T .
The most important case in practice is for p = 3 (for p = 2 we have the well known uniform
distribution on circle). We now consider the case for p = 3 with the support given by (5) on the
angles. Note that there are many variations in parameterization even in this case (see below).
First note that we have from (6)
H (2) = H12 (θ12 ), H (3) = H23 (θ23 ) H13 (θ13 ),
H = H23 (θ23 ) H13 (θ13 ) H12 (θ12 ) = H(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 ), say,


cos θ12 − sin θ12 0
H12 (θ12 ) =  sin θ12 cos θ12 0  ,
0
0
1




cos θ13 0 − sin θ13
1
0
0
 , H23 (θ23 ) =  0 cos θ23 − sin θ23  .
0
1
0
H13 (θ13 ) = 
sin θ13 0 cos θ13
0 sin θ23 cos θ23

(9)

It is found from (9) that here H is given by


cos θ13 cos θ12
− cos θ13 sin θ12
− sin θ13
 − sin θ23 sin θ13 cos θ12 + cos θ23 sin θ12 sin θ23 sin θ13 sin θ12 + cos θ23 cos θ12 − sin θ23 cos θ13  .
cos θ23 sin θ13 cos θ12 + sin θ23 cos θ12 cos θ23 sin θ13 sin θ12 + sin θ23 cos θ12 cos θ23 cos θ13
Thus in this representation, the independent elements from (7) are

h12 (θ12 ) = − cos θ13 sin θ12 , h13 (θ13 ) = − sin θ13 , h23 (θ23 ) = − sin θ23 cos θ13 .

(10)

Also we can compute
H11 = |h11 |, H22 =

h11 h12
.
h21 h22

(11)

Substituting these in (8), we find that the pdf of the uniform distribution on (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 ) is
given by
(8π 2 )−1 cos θ13 .
(12)
Indeed, this a particular case of the uniform distribution for any Stiefel manifold given in Khatri
and Mardia (1977) with Euler parameterization.
Consider now the standard Eulerian transformation with three angles α, β, γ (see for example,
Fisher et al, 1987, p.32)
A(α, β, γ) = A1 (γ)A2 (α)A3 (β) = (aij )
where






cos γ sin γ 0
cos α 0 − sin α
,
1
0
A1 (γ) =  − sin γ cos γ 0  , A2 (α) =  0
0
0
1
sin α 0 cos α


cos β sin β 0
A3 (β) =  − sin β cos β 0 
0
0
1
11

where 0 ≤ β, γ ≤ 2π, 0 < α < π. It is seen that A(α, β, γ) is given by


cos α cos β cos γ − sin β sin γ
cos α sin β cos γ + cos β sin γ − sin α cos γ
 − cos α cos β sin γ − sin β cos γ − cos α sin β sin γ + cos β cos γ sin α sin γ  .
sin α cos β
sin α sin β
cos α
Here a set of independent variables is given by

a33 = cos α, a32 = sin α sin β, a23 = sin α sin γ.

(13)

If we identify (10) with (13), then
α = θ13 +

π
, β = θ12 , γ = θ23 ,
2

and the uniform pdf in (12) becomes
(8π 2 )−1 sin α.

(14)

This result was derived using a geometrical argument by Miles (1965). Note that the results can
be proved directly using the “conditional" Jacobians as in Mardia (2009a). Now if we substitute
H(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 ) = X
into (1), we get a distribution whose conditional distributions for θ12 given (θ13 , θ23 ) and θ13
given (θ12 , θ23 ) are univariate von Mises distributions but the distribution of θ23 given (θ12 , θ13 )
has the Mardia-Gadsen distributional form. However if we use X = A(α, β, γ) then (β, γ)
given α has a bivariate von Mises distribution (Rivest-Mardia type) with pdf proportional to
exp{λ1 cos β cos γ + λ2 sin β sin γ}
but α given β and γ has the Watson distribution (marginal) with pdf proportional to
exp{λ3 cos2 α} sin α.
This link given by Habeck (2009) allows a faster sampling procedure since the Rivest-Mardia
distribution can be reduced to a product of two independent von Mises distributions. We are
investigating whether there exists another representation of X = H(θ, φ, ψ) which may have,
for example, the Fisher distribution for (θ, φ) conditional on a circular variable ψ whereas the
circular variable ψ conditional on (θ, φ) may have a von Mises distribution!
2.3 The GM algorithm and Form
We now indicate how the matrix Fisher distribution has appeared in Bayesian alignments.
Green and Mardia (2006) have aligned a pair of configurations using a full Bayesian aproach
for unlabelled configurations in Rd . Denote the j th point in the x configuration by xj where
j = 1, . . . , m. Similarly, yk denotes the k th point in the y configuration where k = 1, . . . , n.
Let A and τ denote the rotation matrix and translation vector to bring y into alignment with
x. Furthermore denote prior distributions on these parameters by p(A) and p(τ ). We denote
the prior for σ, parameterising noise in positions for x and y coordinates, by p(σ). The joint
posterior distribution for the model is
Y  φ({xj − Ayk − τ }/σ √2) 
√ d
κ
(15)
p(M, A, τ, σ, x, y) ∝ p(A)p(τ )p(σ) ×
(σ
2)
j,k:M =1
jk

12

where φ(·) is the standard normal probability density function and κ > 0 is a parameter representing the propensity of points to be matched. M is an unknown matrix for matching:

1 if xj corresponds to yk ,
Mjk =
0 otherwise.
Now for the labelled case, we have m = n; j = k = 1, . . . , m and M = I so that we can
rewrite (15), the joint posterior distribution for the model, as
(
)
m
X
1
p(A, τ, σ, x, y) ∝ p(A)p(τ )p(σ)(σ)−md exp − 2
||xj − Ayj − τ ||2 .
σ j=1
Hence we can now carry out the Bayesian inference on A, τ and σ following Green and Mardia
(2006) for example. This gives a Bayesian perspective to matching labelled forms (cf. Habeck,
2009; Theobald and Wukkte, 2006).

3 Form Analysis and Bookstein-Type Coordinates
We indicate how Bookstein-type coordinates can be constructed for form analysis in three dimensions which are required in registering backbones (see, for example, Killian et al, 2007).
For similarity shape, a set of Bookstein coordinates for three dimensions is given in Dryden and
Mardia (1998, p.78). Let X(k × 3) be the configuration matrix with rows xi , i = 1, . . . , k.
There are six degrees of freedom and from a naive point of view, it might be thought that the
six degrees of freedom in x1 and x2 might be sufficient to determine the six degrees of freedom
needed to specify Bookstein registration. However this is not the case as x1 and x2 are colinear,
and planar information is required to specify the Bookstein registration. We first use the point
x1 as the origin so that
yi = xi − x1 , i = 1, . . . , k.
(16)
Then use y2 (ie. x2 ) to fix the colatitude and longitude of the points, ie. let (θ2 , φ2 ) be the polar
coordinates of y2 (z-axis is the north pole). Then
ui = R(θ2 , φ2)yi ,
where

i = 1, . . . , k

(17)




cos θ cos φ cos θ sin φ − sin θ
.
cos φ
0
R(θ, φ) =  − sin φ
sin θ cos φ sin θ sin φ cos θ

Now rotate the new coordinates around the coordinates u3 (or x3 ), ie. if
uT3 /||u3|| = (sin θ3 sin φ3 , sin θ3 cos φ3 , cos θ3 ).

Then the Bookstein-type coordinates for the form in the three dimensions (angle φ3 with new
x-axis) are
vi = S(φ3 )ui, i = 1, . . . , k,
(18)
where




1
0
0
S(φ) =  0 cos φ sin φ  ,
0 − sin φ cos φ
13

and ui are given by (15) and (16). In bioinformatics, these coordinates are termed bond-angletorsion (BAT), see for example, Killian et al (2007) and we show elsewhere how these can be
used in matching protein backbones.
For the two dimensional case, the first two new coordinates are (0, 0) and (d, 0) using x1 and
x2 , namely
ui = S(φ)yi, yi = xi − x1 , i = 1, . . . , n,
where now S(φ) is a 2 × 2 rotation matrix


cos φ sin φ
,
S(φ) =
− sin φ cos φ
such that
uT2 = (|x2 − x1 |, 0) = (|y2 |, 0).

(19)

The construction extends to any dimenion.

4 Saddlepoint Approximations
We consider the simple example of calculating the normalizing constant for the von Mises
distribution. The pdf of the von Mises distribution for zero mean is given by
{c(κ)}−1 exp{κ cos θ}, 0 < θ < 2π,

(20)

where κ is the concentration parameter (κ ≥ 0). The normalizing constant is complicated,
namely, we have
c(κ) = 2πI0 (κ),
(21)
where I0 (·) is a Bessel function. This difficulty is more complex for the multivariate directional
distributions on the torus, sphere, etc, see, for example, Mardia et. al. (2008). However, we
can derive a saddlepoint approximation from Kume and Wood (2005) as a particular case of the
Fisher-Bingham distribution. Here we give a direct derivation of their approximation for the
von Mises case to get insight into their approach. We show that approximately
1

1

1

c(κ) ≃ (2π) 2 (1 + κ2 )− 4 exp{(1 + κ2 ) 2 } = d(κ), say.

(22)

Note that it is a well known fact for small κ and large κ that
1

1

c(0) = 2π, c(κ) ≃ (2π) 2 κ− 2 exp(κ).
Thus,
c(0)/d(0) ≃ 1.084, c(κ)/d(κ) ≃ 1 for large κ.
Hence the approximation covers at least the extreme range.
Consider x ∼ N(κ, 1), y ∼ N(0, 1) with x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ. Then, the conditional
distribution of θ given r = 1 with pdf
f (θ|r = 1) = {c0 (κ)}−1 exp{κ cos θ},
where now
c0 (κ) = 2πg(1) exp{
14

κ2 1
+ }
2
2

(23)

and g(1) is the value of the marginal pdf of r at r = 1. Now, r 2 has non-central χ22 distribution
with the non-centrality parameter λ = κ2 /2. We can now take the saddlepoint approximation
for g(r) to obtain g(1) which then leads to (22). In fact, the saddlepoint approximation for the
non-central χ22 is given by (see, for example, Casella and Goutis, 1999)
1

g(1) ≃ (2πK ′′ (t))− 2 exp{K(t) − t},

(24)

where
1
1
4(1 + 2λ − 2t)
2λt
t = − (1 + κ2 ) 2 , K(t) =
− log(1 − 2t), K ′′ (t) =
.
2
1 − 2t
(1 − 2t)3

On substituting K(t) and K ′′ (t) into (28), we find that
1

g(1) ≃

(1 − 2t) 2

1

1

2(2π) 2 (1 + κ2 − 2t) 2

exp{−2t −

κ2 1
− }.
2
2

(25)

Further, substituting g(1) given by (25) into (23), we get d(κ) given by (22). This has great
potential for carrying out inference procedure for the multivariate directional distributions and
is currently under investigation here and elsewhere. Another method for inference is using
composite likelihoods (see, for example, Mardia et al, 2009).

5 Importance Sampling
Most of the common distributions in directional statistics belong to the canonical exponential
family (when at least the “location parameter" is given). Thus the new methods to obtain MLE
or normalizing constants for the exponential family play a significant role. Another feature of
these models is that when the “association" parameters are zero then the marginals are easy
to handle. The simplest examples are perhaps the sine and cosine bivariate von Mises models
(Mardia et al, 2007). Insight into such a behaviour can be obtained by considering the well
known bivariate normal distribution as shown below. The main idea is to use importance sampling as proposed by Geyer and Thompson (1992) and Geyer (1996). But here we follow the
presentation of Green (1992).
Let θ be a true parameter vector in the exponential density
fθ (x) =

1
exp{θT t(x)}
c(θ)

(26)

and let ψ be a suitable value of θ where fψ (.) can be sampled. Then, we have
n

1 X (θ−ψ)T t(xi )
e
c(θ) ≃
n i=1
where x1 , . . . , xn is a random sample from fψ (.).
Let X be a bivariate normal with zero means, unit variances and correlation ρ. Here


Z Z
1 2
2
2
c(ρ) =
exp − (x1 − 2ρx1 x2 + x2 )/(1 − ρ ) dx1 dx2 .
2
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(27)

Here ρ = 0 is the case (two independent normal variables) where we can sample the distribution
easily. Let
1
t1 (x) = − (x21 + x22 ), t2 (x) = x1 x2 ,
2

θ1 = 1/(1 − ρ2 ),

θ2 = ρ/(1 − ρ2 ).

(28)

Suppose ψ1 = 1, ψ2 = 0 (so that ρ = 0). Thus from (27), we have





N
1
ρ
1 X
exp
− 1 t1 (xi ) +
t2 (xi )
c(ρ) ≃
N i=1
(1 − ρ2 )
1 − ρ2

(29)

where the first term has the coefficient (θ1 − ψ1 ) and the second (θ2 − ψ2 ). So now draw random
samples from x1 ∼ N(0, 1) and x2 ∼ N(0, 1), both independent. Note that we know here that
1
c(ρ) = 2π(1 − ρ2 ) 2 . Hence the behaviour of ĉ(ρ) can be studied. Also, we can obtain the MLE
of ρ by this method. For some comments on general issues with this technique, see for example,
Robert and Casella (1999, pp210–211). Here we have considered a “marginal approach" but
when conditionals are easier then the Gibbs sampler is an alternative (see, for example, Mardia
et al, 2007; Mardia et al, 2008). Incidentally, there are no problems in simulating wrapped
normal distributions on the torus, for example (see, Kent and Mardia, 2009).

6 Conjugate Priors for Directional Distributions
6.1 Introduction
There has been renewed interest in directional Bayesian analysis since the paper of Mardia
and El-Atoum (1976). One of the most recent papers on the topic is by Lennox et al (2009).
Consider the von Mises distribution with p.d.f.
{2πI0 (κ)}−1 exp{κ cos(θ − µ)},
where −π < θ ≤ π, −π < µ ≤ π and κ ≥ 0, and I0 (κ) is a Bessel function. Here µ is the mean
direction and κ is the concentration (precision) parameter. It has been shown in Mardia and ElAtoum (1976) that for given κ, the conjugate prior for µ leads to the conditional distribution
again as von Mises.
Guttorp and Lockhart (1988) have given the joint conjugate prior for µ and κ, and Mardia (2007)
has considered a slight variant. However, the distribution for κ is not straightforward. Various
suggestions have appeared; for example, take the prior for κ independently as a chi-square
distribution, use the non-informative prior and so on.
6.2 Bivariate Distributions
The current interest in bivariate directional distributions has increased with their important applications in structural protein bioinformatics; Kent et al (2008) have recently given an overview.
A general bivariate circular model, which we call the “full” bivariate von Mises (BVM) distribution, was introduced by Mardia (1975),

f (θ, φ) ∝ exp κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ − ν)+
(30)

 
T
cos(θ − µ), sin(θ − µ) A cos(φ − ν), sin(φ − ν)
,
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where the angles θ, φ ∈ (−π, π] lie on the torus, a square with opposite sides identified, and the
matrix A = (aij ) is 2 × 2. This model has eight parameters and allows for dependence between
the two angles. It can be shown that the conjugate prior for (µ, ν) given κ1 , κ2 and A leads to
the posterior distribution for (µ, ν) of the same form as the full BVM. We have also obtained
the normalizing constant for this general case to write down the full conjugate prior and the
posterior (Mardia, 2009c) but the problem is more intricate as expected.
Recently the submodels of the full BVM with 5 parameters have been popular. We will mainly
concentrate on the sine model where a11 = a12 = a21 = 0, a22 = λ, that is the p.d.f. is given
by
f (θ, φ) ∝ exp{κ1 cos(θ − µ) + κ2 cos(φ − ν) + λ sin(θ − µ) sin(φ − ν)}
(31)
where κ1 , κ2 and λ are the precision parameters. Let (θi , φi ), i = 1, . . . , n, be a random sample
from the sine model. Let us write

U11

C1 = Σ cos θi , S1 = Σ sin θi , C2 = Σ cos φi, S2 = Σ sin φi ,
= Σ cos θi cos φi , U21 = Σ sin θi cos φi , U12 = Σ cos θi sin φi , U22 = Σ sin θi sin φi .

Suppose that the prior for (µ, ν) given the precision parameters is again the sine model with
parameters (µ0 , ν0 , κ01 , κ02 , λ0 ). Then after some algebra it can be shown (Mardia, 2009c) that
the posterior density for (µ, ν) is given by the full BVM distribution with the mean (µ∗0 , ν0∗ ),
concentration (κ∗1 , κ∗2 ) and the matrix A as defined below.
κ∗1 cos µ∗0 = κ01 cos µ0 + κ1 C1 , κ∗1 sin µ∗0 = κ01 sin µ0 + κ1 S1 ,
κ∗2 cos ν0∗ = κ02 cos ν0 + κ2 C2 , κ∗2 sin ν0∗ = κ02 sin ν0 + κ2 S2


cos ψ sin ψ
∗
∗ T
A = R(µ0 )DR(ν0 ) , R(ψ) =
, D = (dij ),
− sin ψ cos ψ
d11 = λ0 sin µ0 sin ν0 + λU22 , d12 = −(λ0 sin µ0 cos ν0 + λU21 ),
d21 = −(λ0 cos µ0 sin ν0 + λU12 ), d22 = λ0 cos µ0 cos ν0 + λU11 .
This result is in conflict with the result given by Lennox et al (2009) where the posterior density
for (µ, ν) is claimed to be a sine distribution.
We can work in the same way with the cosine model (Mardia et al, 2007; Boomsma et al, 2008)
but now the posterior distribution of the mean is another cosine submodel of the full BVM but
with six parameters only. Various details will appear in Mardia (2009c).
6.3 The Multivariate von Mises Distribution
Mardia et al (2008) have given a multivariate sine model with its pdf of θ T = (θ1 , . . . , θp ) as
1
{T (κ, Λ)}−1 exp{κT c(θ, µ) + s(θ, µ)T Λ s(θ, µ)},
2

(32)

where −π < θi ≤ π, −π < µi ≤ π, κi ≥ 0, −∞ < λij < ∞, κT = (κ1 , . . . , κp ),
c(θ, µ)T = (cos(θ1 − µ1 ), . . . , cos(θp − µp )), s(θ, µ)T = (sin(θ1 − µ1 ), . . . , sin(θp − µp )),
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and (Λ)ij = λij = λji,
i 6= j,
λii = 0, with {T (κ, Λ)}−1 a normalizing constant. We
call this the multivariate von Mises density. Note that for p = 1, this is a univariate von Mises
density and for p = 2, this density corresponds to the bivariate sine model. Further, for p > 2,
the normalizing constant is not known in any closed form. For large concentrations we have
(µ = 0 without any loss of generality)
θ ∼ Np (0, Σ−1 ),

where (Σ−1 )ii = κi , (Σ−1 )ij = −λij , i 6= j.

Using the conjugate prior for the mean vector µ for given κ and Λ, then the posterior density
of µ is found to belong to an extension of (32) given in Mardia and Patrangenaru (2005). For
κ, Λ we can use the independent prior distribution as Wishart for Γ where (Γ)ii = κi and
(Γ)ij = −λij , following the proposal for p = 2 by Lennox et al (2009). Again, full details of
the results in this section will appear elsewhere (Mardia, 2009c).

7 Discussion
We have given here a few pointers to investigate some new “complex" problems in directional
statistics and shape analysis. This style follows in the spirit set by LASR papers such as Mardia
(2007), and Kent et al (2008). There has been a lot of activity in statistical protein bioinformatics
and a full review will appear elsewhere (Mardia, 2009b). Boomsma et al (2008) and Frellsen et
al (2009) are some of our examples of interdisciplinary work in the area but the field is moving
fast with activities at various other centres. We hope that the field will continue to grow at the
current speed!
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Bayesian sparse regression models of high
dimensional data
Leonardo Bottolo and Sylvia Richardson∗
Centre for Biostatistics, Imperial College London
1 Introduction
In parallel to fast evolving biotechnology that give rise to high dimensional data in many set-ups,
there is increased interest in searching for sparse structure in such high dimensional data sets. In
particular, multivariate regression models with a very large number of predictors together with
multiple responses have attracted the attention of the statistical community in very recent years,
as numerous case studies are designed so as to be able to link genetics information to a wide
range of -omics measurements in order to advance functional knowledge. A notable example
is the paradigm of eQTL analysis, where thousands of transcripts measurements are regressed
versus (hundred of) thousands of markers. In this context the usual problem of multimodality of
the posterior distribution, when p >> n, is further complicated by the dimension of the response
matrix. In this large p, small n framework, a sparse representation is typically imposed, i.e.
parsimonious models containing only a few predictors are sought to gain interpretability.

2 Models and Methods
In this talk, we discuss Bayesian variable selection in the general context of linear regression
models with multiple outcomes, highlighting the key prior choices that induce sparsity. We
introduce a new searching algorithm called Evolutionary Stochastic Search (ESS) (Bottolo and
Richardson, 2009) which helps to find sets of covariates that predicts responses’ variation. ESS
is based on ideas from population Monte Carlo, and entails runnning multiple chains at different
temperature, with exchange of information between the chains. We have used ESS as a building
block for two different classes of models:
(i) When the number of outcomes q is not too large with respect to the number of observations
n, n < q, extension of the linear regression model to model simultaneously multiple outcomes,
Sparse Bayesian Multiple Regression (SBMR), is applied using ESS as search engine. To reduce the computational burden, most of the regression parameters are integrated out, leaving
only the variable selection indicators and key variance parameters to update.
(ii) When the number of outcomes is large (in particular, larger than the number of observations), a new model, Hierarchical Evolutionary Stochastic Search, HESS, which links the q
linear regression models and their sparse formulation in a hierarchical way, is introduced. In
this model, a version of ESS that has been designed to sample efficiently from the vast parametric space is used to obtain posterior samples of allocations. Moreover, inspired by adaptation
techniques (Roberts and Rosenthal, 2006), we have implemented versions of the HESS algorithm that continuously adapt to focus exploration on a subset of q responses where the model
choice is more critical. The benefits of setting up suitable adaptive shemes will be illustrated;
this is work in progress.
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3 Applications
We have analysed simulated and real data sets to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
algorithms. For the SBMR model, we will present the results obtained analysing jointly gene
expression levels for several tissues in an animal data model. Here the model is used to test
the biological hypothesis of pleiotropy, i.e. shared genetic regulators for the gene expression
across tissues. We will show how it provided a powerful alternative to intersecting results from
univariate analyses in each tissue.
Secondly, we will discuss the performance of HESS in a challenging example of human metabolomic data where common genetics regulators of a 300 bins discredited Mass Spectography are
sought. In both real data examples, the number of covariates (markers and suitable chosen SNPs
from a Genome Wide Scan), 770 and 5,000 respectively, largely outnumbers the observations,
29 and 50 respectively, representing challenging analyses.
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Abstract
The walk laplacian transform of genetic correlation matrices is described and the network
display and interpretation of ensuing haplotype relations exemplified. Pharmacogenetic
epistatic interactions can be decomposed using residual projections.
Key words:- divergences, filtering, SNP, gene, log likelihood ratio, multivariate projection, covariance visualisation, Bayes Factor, eigen analysis, bio-marker interaction, PAJEK,
nodes, edges, linkage disequilibrium, epistasis.

Introduction: Delrieu and Bowman (2005), Bowman et al. (2006), Delrieu and Bowman
(2007) and Charalambous et al. (2008) present a triage framework for effects in supervised genetic analyses (Bowman and Delrieu (2009a)) - building upon the work of Jardine and Sibson
(1971). This R-technique uses correlation matrices of information contrasts (individualised log
likelihood ratios or log Bayes Factors - lbf s) derived on variables from the exponential family
of distributions. Eigen analysis of such offers simultaneous multidimensional insight in drug
discovery (Delrieu and Bowman (2006a)) producing cascading orthogonal latent sets of (partial) redundancies amongst markers of diminishing relevance to the phenotypic contrast - see
http://taxonomy.delrieu.org for software. Pirmohamed et al. (2007) and Alifrevic et al. (2009)
have recently used such to decompose the aetiology of complex drug-induced disorders. Orthogonal ordination is just one visualisation of correlation structures, directed graphs (weighted
networks) another topology.
Correlation laplacian: Foran undirected graph,
 take the estimated lbf
 correlation matrix Σ̂
ρ̂1,1 ρ̂1,2 ρ̂1,3
1
0.9
0.1
−0.2 ,
(≡ MSSSCP matrix) i.e.  ρ̂2,1 ρ̂2,2 ρ̂2,3  as, for example, Σ̂ =  0.9 1
ρ̂3,1 ρ̂3,2 ρ̂3,3
0.1 −0.2 1
then threshold each element using a specified value, say ±0.2 (as the ’size’ of a ’link of importance’)
to form

 an ’adjacency matrix’, resetting the diagonal elements to zero, to yield
0 1 0
A =  1 0 1 . Following Skillicorn (2007), form the row sum of A as a diagonal matrix
 0 1 0 


1 0 0
1 −1 0
D =  0 2 0 . Calculate the ’laplacian’ L as L = D-A =  −1 2 −1 . Then calcu0 0 1
0 −1 1
late the ’representation matrix’ R - which is the ’walk laplacian’ or transition matrix R=D−1 .L
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1 −1 0
(equivalently R=I-D−1 .A) =  −1 1 −1 . Give R to a network plotting routine like
0 −1 1
PAJEK (http://pajek.imfm.si/doku.php). In the above, A has all positive (or zero) entries for
adjacency; all the negative correlations in Σ̂ are showing is the type of edge connecting 2 nodes
(markers). For directed graphs, do as above, but reset the sign of the off-diagonal elements of
the final R (ri,j , i 6= j) to match the sign of the original ρ̂i,j . Note, that you could also do no
thresholding but discard the sign in Σ̂ then weights flow through as the row sum which is then
the sum of abs(correlation) etc. If ρ̂k,m = corr(lbfk,m) for SNP (or gene) k and m in a whole
genome scan, then the edge between node k and node m in the resultant network represents the
haplotype relationships between k and m in the space (context) of the contrast (trait) of interest
- see Bowman and Delrieu (2009b). Figure 1 shows an example of such a directed haplotype
graph ’appearing from the mist’ as the covariance sensitivity threshold decreases. This graphical result is a minimum spanning ’tree’ of marker relationships without the topological strict
branching constraint.
Haplotype networks: The empirical distribution of the number of edges for each node is an
important indicator for a network’s function (see Barabási (2002)). Figure 2 illustrates that for
drug-induced Stevens-Johnson syndrome/Toxic epidermal necrolysis (see Pirmohamed et al.
(2007)), the haplotype relationships (shown in detail in Bowman and Delrieu (2009b)) neither
match an Erdős-Rényi random network, nor a scale-free topology. High values for the degree
of a node can be because it is a part of an extended haplotype (like HLA-C*06, HLA-B*57
and HLA-DRB1*07 in MHC 57.1 with co-occurring TNF mutations) - with the network edge
density being locally high around it; or, it can be because it is a ’lynch pin’ hub where sets
of different haplotypes ’cross’ in common (like perhaps for HLA-DRB3*02) - see Bowman
and Delrieu (2009b). The non-random mixture of haplotype sizes of direct relevance to the
trait suggested by such displays as Figure 2 can inform further follow-up, recalling that in this
approach ’haplotypes’ are not physically constrained to colocation nearby or even on the same
chromosome.
Residual pharmacogenetics: In a case-control association analysis, given lbf values for two
markers of interest (Delrieu and Bowman (2006a)), form a dummy interaction marker (as in
Delrieu and Bowman (2007)) and estimate its lbf for each individual. Note, at this point, do not
necessarily simultaneously display ordinations of marker by marker interactions and marker
effects as in Delrieu and Bowman (2006b). Rather, regress the dummy interaction lbf values (without an intercept) on the per-person lbf values of both the original constituent markers
within that interaction. Take the residual of this regression (aka ’projection’) as a measure of the
more ’bang for your buck’ given by epistasis between the two original markers with respect to
the contrast (trait) of interest. Do for all pairs of markers. Triage by performing eigen decomposition of the estimated correlation matrix of these measures over all the two marker interactions
(including a dummy case-control variable). Use the magnitude of the (case-control projected)
loading 1 from this eigen analysis as the off-diagonal elements of a new matrix S such that si,j
is the (case-control projected) loading 1 for the (residual) dummy interaction marker between
markers i and j. This matrix can be censored by an interaction-analysis ’RedBox’ cutoff over
the interaction markers (see Delrieu and Bowman (2006a)) to yield the first (major) latent set of
two-marker interactions (=extended haplotypes). Set diag(S)=0, threshold and make positive
as appropriate (see correlation laplacian above) to form an adjacency matrix A and proceed as
before to display a network - see Figure 3 for an example. The resultant network represents the
major (first) set of how each marker - potentially influencing the contrast of interest - interacts
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Figure 1: Example of carbamazepine induced HSR (105 controls; 61 cases mild and severe; 4 genes - CD28,
CTLA4, ICOS, PD1 - comprising 18 SNPs; ex Eunice Zhang). Top: Genetic ordination (see Delrieu and Bowman
(2006a)). Left:- Biplot. Note substantial heterogeneity on both components. Middle:- Scree plot showing only
2 latent components for trait over and above genetic ’noise’. Right:- Heat map of the ’this-sample’ case-control
permutation p-value (see Bowman (2009)) over the ordination space for each SNP. Darker colour means more
significant. Spheres are the markers as in ordination on the top left. SNP rs111571306 (ICOS) was the most
significant p=0.074 (10,000 permutations). Bottom: Walk laplacian: normalised graph laplacian of thresholded lbf
correlations of SNP carriage displayed as weights using PAJEK. Edges between nodes in such plots define sets of
correlated SNPs (cf. ’haplotypes’) in the space of the contrast of phenotype of interest. Solid lines = positive correlation. Dotted lines = negative correlation. Orientation of each simplex is for convenience of visual clarity only.
Left:- High threshold (=0.30) showing haplotypes forming within CTLA4 and within ICOS genes. SNP group in
large square are all in CTLA4. Middle:- Diminishing threshold (=0.28). Markers in circles load heavily on the 2nd
ordination component (comparison of severe HSR to others), those in squares on the 1st component (comparison
within controls and with mild HSR) - see ordination top left. Right:- Fully linked network (low threshold=0.16)
showing complete haplotype joinings of relevance to carbamazepine HSR. Squares represent group heterogeneity markers, circles between group markers. Covariance threshold set to achieve no orphan nodes. Note SNP
rs111571306 (ICOS) highlighted is a haplotype ’hub’ marker (in fact, a ’lynch pin’ - see text) between the, encircled ICOS-dominated and the ensquared CTLA4-dominated, haplotypes leading towards pre-disposition to severe
HSR and mild HSR respectively). Note: Relative loading positions, permutation p values and PAJEK network
topology are invariant under addition of linear dummy severity variables - mild and severe (which are included for
ease of interpretation). Such simply linearly translate the scores and alter the absolute magnitude of eigenvalues.
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Figure 2: Nodal degree histograms for drug-induced SJS/TEN haplotype network in Bowman and Delrieu (2009b)
(given no orphan nodes). Top 14 markers with (X) edges are:- HLA-DRB1*07 (9), HLA-C*06 (8), HLA-DRB3*02
(7), TNF (7), BAT1 (6), HLA-B*57 (6), HLA-B*47 (5), HLA-C*03 (5), HLA-DQB1*03 (5), HLA-DRB3*03 (5),
HLA-DRB5*01 (5), HSPA1L (5), HSPA1S (5), and MICA (5). Far Left:- Normal distribution fit. Mean location
around 2 = popular ’chaining’ of markers randomly to one neighbour either side. Note consistent excess of ’hub’
markers caused by presence of extended haplotypes giving dense ’local’ relations. Middle Left:- Power law fit (for
>2 edges) showing how any apparent ’hub’ excess here is mild compared to scale-free networks. Middle Right:Exponential fit (for >2 edges) showing that memory-less stochastic behaviour of links is seen within the dense
network areas ’tail’. This could be taken to infer an actual excess of 3-5 edge nodes in this trait. Far Right:- Power
law fit with vertical offset (for >2 edges) showing that the observed is still lower than the theory of scale-free
topology. Again note possible inference of an actual excess of 3-5 edge nodes for this trait - a measure of the
pre-dominance of particular types of LD patterns pertaining to the trait (contrast).

with each other to influence the phenotype. It is an initial epistasis relationship network i.e. the
first (major) latent pattern of epistasis with respect to the trait. The edges represent the ’more
bang for your buck’ in influencing the phenotype. Making the colour of the edges or the size
or 2-D position of the interaction nodes = the magnitude of the (case-control projected) loading
1 from a standard ’non-interaction’ single marker analysis (see Delrieu and Bowman (2006a))
simultaneously visualises the absolute importance of the marker interaction constituent nodes
in the first (major) latent set of single markers influencing the phenotypic trait (contrast of interest). Further eigenvectors yield cascading diminishing sets of minor epistatic relations. One can
trim the networks back to the original single marker level only ’RedBox’ (see Delrieu and Bowman (2006a)) if epistatic marker interactions only amongst the ’important’ (first major latent
set of) single markers are required (i.e. if there is a desire for ’model’ marginality). Aggregation of markers into genes offers the opportunity to visualise extended gene ’haplotypes’ and
epistatic networks in a similar fashion (not illustrated). The distinction and role of interaction
and residual analysis is summarised in Figure 4.
Acknowledgment: Allen Roses, whose vision forged the way for us to develop these ideas
- that have been kindly fostered for many years by Kanti Mardia. Eunice Zhang (Univ. of
Liverpool) for use of her data. Sir David Wallace for the gift of Skillicorn. Peter Grindrod for
various discussions.
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Figure 3: Drug-induced SJS/TEN (see Pirmohamed et al. (2007)) ordination (50 cases, 112 controls, 132 SNPs
+ 82 HLA alleles). UPPER: SNP level interaction and MIDDLE: SNP level residual analysis, including dummy
disease indicator variables. Showing (left to right):- eigenvalue scree-plot; loadings plot annotated by direction of
TEN (upper diagonal) and SJS (lower diagonal); and, heat maps for SJS (left plot) and TEN (right plot) overlain
on score plots. Note: Small group of controls that look like cryptic future SJS cases (squares intercalated in SJS
group); Two possible bi-marker driven extended haplotype groups amongst SJS subjects ; yet, probably only one
epistatic SJS group. LOWER: Walk laplacian network (at correlation threshold ≥0.7 to control number of nodes
displayed). On left - SNP level interaction analysis; on right - SNP level residual analysis. In both loading1
threshold ≥0.5 so as to highlight only important relations. Nodes arranged in absolute 2-D space according to a
single marker SNP/HLA ordination (not shown). Diagonally up the page indicates greater relevance to the trait,
now vertically = SJS predisposition, horizontally = TEN predisposition. Boldness of line (edge or arc) indicates
strength of extended haplotype or epistasis between nodes of relevance to the phenotype contrast. SNPs 122, 126,
127 are in TNF, 109 in MICA. Note: Strong epistasis between a subset of elements in the extended haplotype
around HLA-B*57. The extended haplotype and epistatic marker group to the right hand side contains SNPs in
IL1F5 and IL1F8 but is dominated by those in IL1F10 (SNPs 62-68). Whilst carriage of IL1F7 markers (SNPs
77-81) might be individually of relevance to the skin phenotype overall, there is only a weak extended haplotype
and no major epistasis between its constituents of relevance to the trait.
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Figure 4: Overall scheme of SNP analysis. P = phenotype. C, C1, C2 = clinical pathways. Left: Over domain of
individual markers - after Delrieu and Bowman (2005), Delrieu and Bowman (2006a) etc. Middle: Over domain
of bi-marker haplotypes - after Delrieu and Bowman (2006b). Right: Over pairs of markers - after this paper.
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1 Introduction
The Illumina BeadArray is an increasingly popular microarray technology with applications to
RNA expression, genotyping, DNA copy number and methylation. Here we focus on the RNA
expression arrays, but many of the principles carry over to other BeadArray technologies.
The defining characteristics of the BeadArray are its random construction (Gunderson et al.
(2004)), and the coexistence of multiple arrays on a single chip. The random construction
extends to both the contents and the layout of the array, so that while a typical probe will have
about 20 replicates scattered across the array surface, the number of replicates for a probe can
range from 0 (entirely absent) to over 40. Thus no two arrays have the same layout.
The most recent RNA expression BeadArray contains approximately 1,000,000 beads representing 50,000 bead-types (i.e., beads carrying the same probe), and 12 BeadArrays share each
BeadChip. The ‘raw’ data from such a chip will consist of the 12 scanned images, and 12 accompanying text files giving for each bead the identity of the probe attached, the location of the
bead, and a default intensity value calculated for the bead.
However, the raw data are not usually available. Instead, Illumina’s BeadStudio system summarizes the data so that means, standard errors and numbers of beads are reported for the 50,000
bead-types, rather than data for the 1,000,000 beads (the so-called “bead-level” data). Raw data
can, with effort, be obtained, but while there are benefits to starting from the raw data, there is
little encouragement to do so from journals, data repositories, or Illumina themselves.
To address this matter, we have developed beadarray (Dunning et al. (2007)), a BioConductor
package that provides a framework for the analysis of bead-level Illumina data and a set of tools
that enhance the information that can be extracted from such data.

2 The Analysis
We present the benefits offered by our tools for the component stems of a typical analysis.
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2.1 Converting pixel intensities to bead intensities
Default intensity measures for each bead are available in the raw data text files. These follow an
image-sharpening procedure, calculation of foreground and background intensities for the bead,
and a basic background subtraction step. For those wishing to optimize the process, beadarray
offers flexibility in terms of the background intensity calculation, and makes the sharpening step
optional. Foreground calculation options will be implemented in the near future, and through
BioConductor there are a large number of alternatives to the standard background subtraction
step. However, it is the case that Illumina’s default values perform well enough that the extra
storage, memory, and processing requirements necessary for re-extraction of the values do not
often seem to be prices worth paying.
2.2 Transformation of bead-intensities
A distinct drawback of the default Illumina process is that the values are retained on the scale
in which they are extracted rather than being transformed for the steps that follow. It is more
common to analyse such data after a log-transformation or some other variance stabilizing transformation (Lin et al. (2008)), although note that the Illumina-specific VST has been proposed
only for summarized data. beadarray allows for log-transformation at the bead level, and other
transformations can be implemented if demand is encountered.
2.3 Masking of spatial artefacts
At no point in their preprocessing do Illumina make use of the spatial information included in
the raw data. While they do include an outlier removal step at a later stage, this has proven
inadequate to address the problems of spatial artefacts (Figure 1.). Harshlight (Suárez-Fariñas
et al. (2005)) is an algorithm for the identification of such spatial artefacts on Affymetrix chips,
but makes use of multiple chips and the consistent chip layout.
We have previously presented BASH (BeadArray Subversion of Harshlight) (Cairns et al. (2008)),
which takes the concepts of Harshlight but implements them in an iterative manner within a single BeadArray. Artefacts are identified from unusually dense clusters of outlying beads, where
outliers are defined amongst the replicate beads of the same type. The gaps in clusters are then
filled in to remove artefacts more completely. This relies on having an efficient algorithm for
identifying and manipulating the network of neighbouring beads. This we have implemented in
BASH and use also in the next step.

Figure 1: Spatial artefacts on an Illumina array. Beads with standardized residual values of greater than
2 are depicted, with darker shades representing larger absolute values. Removing outliers in the standard
manner will only remove a fraction of the beads within the affected areas. Distinct white areas indicate
the absence of beads rather than the absence of outliers.
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2.4 Filters for low intensity spatial trends
Within beadarray, HULK (BeadArray Normalization by NEighbourhood Residuals) uses the
network functions offered by BASH to adjust log-intensities by the weighted average of residual values within a local neighbourhood. This adjustment addresses gradients (and similar
phenomena) across chips, which are beyond the scope of BASH. While BASH removes beads
from the analysis, HULK adjusts the values of the beads left after BASHing, and combination
of the two tools requires care. The total log-intensity is not preserved by HULK, which may be
undesirable, but not largely detrimental compared to the removal of large gradient effects.
2.5 Summarization
Ultimately, we wish to summarize the bead-level data so that we have intensities (and other
properties) for each bead-type. There are conflicting reports of Illumina’s summarization procedure, but it is clear that there is an outlier removal step (outliers being defined as more than
three median absolute deviations from the median within the bead-type), and possibly, when
there are more than 30 replicates, a trimming step (with the top and bottom percentage of beads
removed). Recall that Illumina do this on the original, non-logged, values. The positivelyskewed raw intensities, combined with a symmetric rule for calling outliers, often makes it
impossible to identify unusually low values by this method.
beadarray offers a choice of scale for summarization, with optional trimming or outlier removal
steps. More flexibility of outlier definition is possible with beadarray than with Illumina’s software. Variance calculations, though, do not acknowledge this distributional censoring, which
may be undesirable. This is a concern both for Illumina’s and our tools.
2.6 Filtering Bead-Types
One of the most recognised problems of microarray analysis is that of multiple testing; the
number of probe-centric models usually exceeds the number of data points in each model by
several orders of magnitude. There are two obvious approaches to reducing the number of
models that need to be fitted: either reduce the number of probe-centric models by filtering out
unlikely bead-types, or analyse the data at a higher level (e.g. genes, gene networks).
‘Uninteresting’ bead-types are often filtered out of an analysis using the observed data. There is
a concern that this must bias, or at least complicate, downstream analyses. An alternative is to
filter probes ahead of the experiment, based on a careful reannotation of the probe sequences.
Such an annotation is also required to perform a higher-level analysis, and is therefore crucial
for acceptably reducing the number of tests being performed. Thus we have reannotated the
more popular Illumina platforms (www.compbio.group.cam.ac.uk/Resources/Annotation/).
2.7 Filtering/Down-weighting Arrays
As well as filtering bead-types out of the analysis, we may need to filter out (or down-weight)
some arrays. We can judge individual arrays on the basis of quality control plots. beadarray
knows the identities of the control probes for the popular Illumina platforms, and can construct
a range of such plots at the array, chip or experiment level. We have identified failings in a
number of Illumina’s control probes and can exclude these in any analysis, improving our ability
to detect flawed arrays. While Illumina’s BeadStudio software produces similar plots, they
suffer from Illumina’s lack of a log-transformation. Additionally, specific Illumina plots are
compromised (e.g. where the pairing of perfect and mismatch probes is lost in the presentation).
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2.8 Normalization
Other quality control procedures are available through BioConductor, and similarly a large number of normalization steps can also be accessed, as well as the ones in beadarray. Normalization
is the process of removing technical artefacts such as chip-to-chip variance, so that the values
obtained from one array are comparable to those from another. There are, however, drawbacks.
A common theme in an Illumina analysis is that the random construction leads to arrays that
provide differing levels of evidence Yet, while great consideration has been given to the issue
of normalizing the mean intensities, the propagation of the second moment estimates through
the normalization procedure has been neglected. There are obvious first steps that one might
try, and these will be incorporated into a future version of beadarray.
2.9 Statistical modelling
A similar problem occurs when feeding BeadArray data through the popular analysis package
limma. This is easy for beadarray as both are housed within BioConductor. A typical limma
analysis involves a variance moderation step “eBayes”, wherein the often unstable variance estimates (from each of the probe models) are strengthened by sharing information across models.
This is sensible, but for Illumina there is a good deal of known structure for those variances that
is ignored in this step. Improvements can thus be made.
We have shown (Dunning et al. (2007)) that weighting the linear models by the inverse squares
of the standard errors, calculated from the replicate beads, is beneficial. However for two-colour
Illumina BeadArrays (such as the GoldenGate and Infinium arrays - and here we depart from
our expression focus) it is not possible to calculate standard errors adequately for functions of
the two-channels (such as log-ratios) unless using the bead-level data (Lynch et al. (2009)).
This is because the summarized Illumina data do not include the covariances of the two channels, and these are necessary for a decent approximation to be made.
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Principal component analysis for the wrapped
normal torus model
John T. Kent∗ and Kanti V. Mardia
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1 Introduction
Interest in statistical methods for directional data has had something of a renaissance in recent
years through new applications in bioinformatics such as protein structure. The protein “backbone” can be largely characterized in terms of a sequence of circular angles, φj and ψj . Thus
there is a need for new methods to handle the analysis of multiple angles.
In this paper we shall explore the development of methods for angles analogous to multivariate
methods for real-valued data. In particular consider an n × p data matrix of angles θjk and
consider the problem of principal component analysis to find a low-dimensional summary of
the main variability in the data. Since an angle θ can be represented in R2 as (cos θ, sin θ), there
is a natural Euclidean representation of the data in 2p dimensions. However, a 2p-dimensional
principal component analyis seems excessive since there are only p degrees of freedom in the
original angular dataset.

2 Moments for the wrapped normal torus distribution
Suppose that θ is a vector of angles following a wrapped normal torus distribution; that is,
θj = xj mod 2π, j = 1, . . . , p, where x ∼ Np (0, Σ). One reason for choosing this distribution
is that the trigonometric moments have straightforward explicit expressions. If δ is a p×1 vector
with integer coefficients, then
1
E{cos(δ T θ)} = exp{− δ T Σδ}
2
T
E{sin(δ θ)} = 0.
In particular, for j, k = 1, . . . , p,
1
E{cos(θj )} = exp{− σjj } = cj , say,
2
E{sin(θj )} = 0,
1
E{cos(θj ± θk )} = exp{− (σjj ± 2σjk + σkk )}
2
E{sin(θj ± θk )} = 0.
Combining the two versions of the last two equations yields
E{cos(θj ) cos(θk )} = cj ck cosh(σjk ) = ajk , say,
E{sin(θj ) sin(θk )} = cj ck sinh(σjk ) = bjk , say,
E{sin(θj ) cos(θk )} = 0.
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(1)

Store the coefficients {cj } as a vector c and the coefficients {ajk } and {bjk } as matrices A and
B. Write D = diag(c). In matrix form the covariance matrices for the cosines and sines take
the form
var(cos θ) = DAD − ccT ,

var(sin θ) = DBD,

cov(cos θ, sin θ) = 0.

(2)

Thus Σ can be recovered from the trigonometric moments through the equation
Σ = sinh−1 (D −1 var(sin θ)D −1 ).

(3)

Here the √
notation sinh−1 (·) applied to a matrix means that the inverse sinh function, sinh−1 (u) =
log(u + u2 + 1), is applied to each element of the matrix.
These results suggest a method to estimate Σ from an n × p matrix of torus data.
(a) Calculate the sample first order trigonometric moments for the p angles, and rotate each
angle so that the resultant vector points towards the positive horizontal axis.
(b) Calculate the sample second trigonometric moments corresponding to (1) and use (3) to
produce an estimate of Σ.
If Σ is small (formally, write Σ = ǫΣ0 for a fixed positive definite matrix Σ0 and let ǫ get small),
then cj ≈ 1 for all j and Σ ≈ B. Further the three p-dimensional vectors sin θ ≈ θ ≈ x are
approximately the same as one another (treating each angle θj as a number in [−π, π)), and
hence all have approximately the same covariance matrix.

3 Angular PCA
1. There are several ways in which the sine and cosine covariances might be used in a principal component analysis, including the following.
(a) Mardia et al. (1996) suggested PCA on the p-dimensional vector sin θ. For the
wrapped normal torus model, the covariance matrix is given in (2).
(b) Mu et al. (2005) have suggested PCA on the 2p-dimensional vector (sin θ T , cos θ T )T .
(c) Another possibility is to pool the cosine and sine information. For the wrapped
normal torus model described above, the pooled covariance matrix takes the form
P = DAD − ccT + DBD = D{exp(Σ) − 1p 1Tp }D,
where 1p is a p-dimensional vector of ones, and exp(Σ) is a p × p matrix with
elements exp(σjk ). This idea is closely related to the complex PCA based on the
complex vector exp(iθ) suggested by Altis et al. (2007) and Altis et al. (2008).
The moment results derived above will help to understand differences between these approaches more thoroughly.
2. An important use of PCA is as an exploratory method to detect clustering. A mixture
of two or more wrapped normal torus distributions with a fixed number of components
provides a mixture distribution with tractable moments, which in turn facilitates the use
of the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters.
3. One disadvantage of the wrapped normal torus distribution is that it does not form an
exponential family, unlike the sine and cosine models described e.g. in Mardia et al.
(2008). In particular, there are no conjugate priors to faciliate a Bayesian analysis.
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1 Introduction
The statistical analysis of covariance matrices occurs in many important applications, e.g. in
diffusion tensor imaging or longitudinal data analysis. We consider the situation where it is
of interest to estimate an average covariance matrix, describe its anisotropy and to carry out
principal geodesic analysis of covariance matrices.
In medical image analysis a particular type of covariance matrix arises in diffusion weighted
imaging called a diffusion tensor. The diffusion tensor is a 3 × 3 covariance matrix which is
estimated at each voxel in the brain, and is obtained by fitting a physically-motivated model on
measurements from the Fourier transform of the molecule displacement density (Basser et al.,
1994). A strongly anisotropic diffusion tensor indicates a strong direction of white matter fibre
tracts, and plots of measures of anisotropy are very useful to neurologists. A measure that is
very commonly used in diffusion tensor imaging is Fractional Anisotropy
FA =

(

k

k

X
k X
(λi − λ̄)2 /
λ2i
k − 1 i=1
i=1

)1/2

,

(1)

where 0 ≤ F A ≤ 1 and λi are the eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor matrix. Note that F A ≈ 1
if λ1 >> λi , i > 1 (very strong principal axis) and F A = 0 for isotropy. In diffusion tensor
imaging k = 3.

2 Distances between covariance matrices
In applications there are several choices of distances between covariance matrices that one could
consider, for example see Table 1. If a sample of covariance matrices is available S1 , . . . , Sn
then
the population covariance matrix by the Fréchet mean Σ̂, which minimizes
Pn we can estimate
2
i=1 dist(Si , Σ) with respect to Σ.

Estimators Σ̂E , Σ̂C , Σ̂H , Σ̂L , Σ̂A given in Table 1 are straightforward to compute using arithmetic averages. Note that dS is obtained by optimal rotation/reflection of chol(S2 ) onto chol(S1 )
using ordinary Procrustes analysis, where chol(S) is the Cholesky decomposition of S. The
Procrustes based estimators Σ̂S , Σ̂F involve the use of the Generalized Procrustes Algorithm,
which works well in practice (see Dryden et al., 2009). The Riemannian metric estimator Σ̂R
uses a gradient descent algorithm which is guaranteed to converge (e.g. see Pennec et al, 2006).
In practice it is similar to the log-Euclidean estimator Σ̂L (Arsigny et al., 2007). Mitteroecker
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Name
Notation
Euclidean
dE (S1 , S2 )
Log-Euclidean
dL (S1 , S2 )
Riemannian
dR (S1 , S2 )
Cholesky
dC (S1 , S2 )
Root Euclidean
dH (S1 , S2 )
Procrustes size-and-shape dS (S1 , S2 )
Full Procrustes shape

dF (S1 , S2 )

Power Euclidean

dA (S1 , S2 )

Form
kS1 − S2 k
k log(S1 ) − log(S2 )k
−1/2
−1/2
k log(S1 S2 S1 )k
kchol(S1 ) − chol(S2 )k
1/2
1/2
kS1 − S2 k
inf R∈O(k) kchol(S1 ) − chol(S2 )Rk

inf R∈O(k),β∈R

Estimator
Σ̂E
Σ̂L
Σ̂R
Σ̂C
Σ̂H
Σ̂S

chol(S1 )
− βchol(S2 )R
kchol(S1 )k
1
kS1α − S2α k
α

Σ̂F
Σ̂A

Table 1: Some distances between covariance matrices and notation for the corresponding Fréchet mean
estimators.

and Bookstein (2009) have used the Riemannian distance dR and principal co-ordinate analysis
for the study of shape covariance structure in morphometrics.
We briefly summarize some of the properties if the distances. All these distances are invariant
under simultaneous rotation and reflection of S1 and S2 , i.e. the distances are unchanged by
replacing both Si by V Si V T , V ∈ O(k), i = 1, 2. Metrics dL(), dR (), dF () are invariant under
simultaneous scaling of Si , i = 1, 2, i.e. replacing both Si by βSi . Metric dR () is also affine
invariant, i.e. the distances are unchanged by replacing both Si by ASi AT , i = 1, 2 where A is a
general k × k full rank matrix. Metrics dL (), dR () have the property that d(A, Ik ) = d(A−1 , Ik ),
where Ik is the k × k identity matrix, and dL (), dR (), dF () are not valid for comparing rank
deficient covariance matrices. Finally, there are problems with extrapolation with metric dE ():
extrapolate too far and the matrices are no longer positive semi-definite (Arsigny et al., 2007).
An alternative anisotropy measure to FA in (1) is to use the full Procrustes shape distance to
isotropy where
PA =

r

k
dF (Ik , S) =
k−1

(

k

k

X
√
k X√
λi
( λi − λ)2 /
k − 1 i=1
i=1

)1/2

,

√
P√
where λ = k1
λi . We include the scale factor when defining the Procrustes Anisotropy
(PA), and so 0 ≤ P A ≤ 1, with P A = 0 indicating isotropy, and P A ≈ 1 indicating a very
strong principal axis. Another anisotropy measure based on metrics dL or dR is the geodesic
anisotropy
)1/2
( k
X
2
,
GA =
(log λi − log λ)
i=1

where 0 ≤ GA < ∞ (Arsigny et al., 2007), which has been used in diffusion tensor analysis in
medical imaging with k = 3.

In some applications covariance matrices are close to being deficient in rank. For example when
F A or P A are equal to 1 then the covariance matrix is of rank 1. The Procrustes metrics can
easily deal with deficient rank matrices, which is a strong advantage of the approach. Indeed
Kendall’s (1984) original motivation for developing his theory of shape was to investigate rank
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1 configurations in the context ot detecting ‘flat’ (collinear) triangles in archaeology. The use of
Σ̂L and Σ̂R has strong connections with the use of Bookstein’s (1986) hyperbolic shape space
and Le and Small’s (1999) simplex shape space, and such spaces cannot deal with deficient rank
configurations.

3 Applications
3.1 Anisotropy of diffusion tensors
We consider anisotropy of estimated diffusion tensors in the brain obtained from diffusion
weighted images (see Dryden et al., 2009). In Figure 1 we see a coronal view of the brain,
and the corpus callosum and cingulum can be seen.

Figure 1: The anisotropy measures (left) FA, (middle) PA, right (GA).

At first sight all three anisotropy measures appear broadly similar. However, the PA image
offers more contrast than the FA image in the highly anisotropic region - the corpus callosum.
Also, the GA image has rather fewer brighter areas than PA or FA. Due to the improved contrast
we believe PA is slightly preferable in this example.

Figure 2: Principal geodesic analysis for covariance matrices. The true geodesic path is given in the
penultimate row (black). We then add noise in the three initial rows (red). Then we estimate the mean and
find the first principal component (yellow), displayed in the bottom row. (Colour figures will be included
in the proceedings available online).

3.2 Principal geodesics of covariance matrices
We consider now an example estimating the principal geodesics of the covariance matrices
S1 , . . . , Sn using the Procrustes size-and-shape metric dS (see Dryden et al., 2009). In Figure
2, we consider a true geodesic path (black) and evaluate 11 equally spaced covariance matrices
along this path. We then add i.i.d. Gaussian noise in the tangent space for three separate
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realisations of noisy paths (in red). The overall mean Σ̂S is computed based on all the data (n =
33), and then the Procrustes size-and-shape tangent space co-ordinates are obtained based on the
Cholesky decompositions of the covariance matrices. The first principal component loadings
are computed and projected back to give an estimated minimal geodesic in the covariance matrix
space. We plot this path in yellow by displaying 11 covariance matrices along the path. It can be
seen that the estimated principal geodesic is very similar to the true geodesic path here. Other
extensions include curve fitting through paths of covariance matrices using polynomials and
geodesics (e.g. see Evans et al., 2009, for some examples of shape curves).

4 Conclusions
Methodology for estimation and inference in the space of covariance matrices has application in
many areas, including diffusion tensor imaging, structural tensor analysis in computer vision,
and modelling longitudinal data with Bayesian and random effect models. There are many
choices of metric available, each with its advantages. The use of the Procrustes size-and-shape
metric dS is particularly appropriate when the covariance matrices are close to being deficient
in rank.
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For isotropic offset normal shape distributions,
covariance distance is proportional to Procrustes
distance
Fred L. Bookstein
University of Vienna, University of Washington
Earlier this year Philipp Mitteroecker and I published an application of one particularly
P natural2
2
distance function ρ between positive definite matrices, the formula ρ (S1 , S2 ) =
(log λi )
where the λi are the relative eigenvalues of S2 with respect to S1 (or vice-versa). Ian Dryden and
friends (Annals of Applied Statistics, forthcoming; also, probably, the preceding talk in these
Proceedings) usefully tabulate a variety of distance measures between covariance structures.
The suggestion here is, in their notation, dR , the “Riemannian” formula, as that is the only
one that is affine-invariant, unchanged when matrices S1 , S2 are replaced by AS1 At , AS2 At .
For our applications, which lie in auxology (the study of organismal growth) and evolution,
this was the principal property the metric needed to have. The requirement arises because
we wished our analysis to place iterations of a constant biological growth programme at a
constant spacing along straight lines in the metric: it must satisfy ρ(I, Am ) = ρ(Ak , Ak+m ) =
mρ(I, A) for any k, m, and positive definite A. For scalars, this requirement is for a function
f with f (xn ) P
= nf (x), the familiar characterization of the logarithm, and in fact the formula
2
ρ (S1 , S2 ) = (log λi )2 reduces to a multidimensional version of a classic loglinear machine,
the slide rule, that may be familiar to those born before, say, 1955.
The difference between the Dryden metric and ours nicely exemplifies one general point in
the philosophy of applied statistics that is not discussed at these LASR meetings as much as
it should be: that the connection between the structures of statistics and the structures of a
quantitative science is metaphorical, not itself necessarily either scientific or statistical. The
word “distance” here is a metaphor standing for the scientific intuition of dissimilarity. I have
criticized this metaphor at length in an
presentation (Bookstein, 2007) that, alas,
Pearlier LASR
2
mystified many of its listeners. The (log λi ) metric arises naturally in a context where covariance matrices are operators as well as sample descriptions (the Lie algebra setting). This is
the case in applications to biological form — the best factor models for growth can be notated
in this way — but not to diffusion tensor analysis, as far as I can tell. The contrast of distance
formulas between Dryden and myself is a consequence, then, of the difference in scientific contexts. The same distinction is reflected in the titles of our publication. For the Dryden trio, the
topic is statistics for covariance matrices, with “applications” to diffusion tensor imaging; for
Mitteroecker and me, the topic is organismal biology, with the notoriously model-free principal
coordinates of the covariance metric playing the role of a sturdy pattern-recognition tool. (The
principal coordinates introduced by Gower in 1966 are the most convenient visualization of
some explanatory models — stages of growth — that arose at the dawn of morphometrics and
that are known to be promising on biological grounds of long standing.)
Consider now one typical setting of Procrustes analysis, the study of Gaussian models N(µ, Σ)
across two or more samples (species, ages, experimental conditions) of organisms. One common style of investigation is of the means µi of different groups; another is of the corresponding
covariances Σi ; yet a third is of the possible relationship between µ and Σ as we survey the range
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of samples. In the Procrustes setting, Σ is not a general covariance structure, but is deficient in
rank by the 4 (for 2D data) or 7 (for 3D data) constraints of the linearized Procrustes formalism.
Hence whenever comparisons of Σ are among the concerns, it would be worth knowing whether
there is some intrinsic “uncertainty principle” according to which the covariance structures of
Procrustes analyses at different mean forms are necessarily different themselves. Such a conjecture is reasonable, as the constraints on the null space of Σ are phrased precisely in terms
of the Procrustes mean form µ itself (see the matrix J below). We did not expect the simple
functional form of this dependence, the straightforward linear proportionality.
Following is a proof that on the offset isotropic normal model, in the limit of small digitizing
variance and smallpProcrustes distance, a slight modification of the Mitteroecker-Bookstein
covariance metric Σ(log λi )2 is proportional to the Procrustes metric. The result means, in
effect, that one cannot put the default (offset isotropic) Mardia–Dryden distributions at two
mean shapes down any closer together than the Procrustes distance between those means —
between interpretations of variance-covariance structures on two sets of shape data there is an
irreducible incommensurability with magnitude equal to the magnitude of the shape difference
between the means around which those variance-covariance structures are calibrated. Put even
more simply, there is a limit on the precision with which one can test covariance matrices around
different mean shapes for equality or proportionality, regardless of sample size.
To start, we need to extend the definition of the covariance metric to accommodate the intentionally reduced rank of the Procrustes shape coordinates. While the Helmertizing dimensions
are the same everywhere, the dimensions for size standardization and rotation are different from
mean form to mean form. In the Evolution publication there is reference to rank that is reduced
by reason of sample size, but not by reason of a mean-dependent construction like this. That is
in fact the algebraic annoyance that the present note sets out to solve.
Write RI(M, N) for the relative eigenvalues of two symmetric square matrices M, N whenever
N is nonsingular. (“RI” is intended to be read, in a multilingual pun, as “relative eigenvalues.”)
Write RI(M) = RI(M, I) for the vector of the usual eigenvalues of M by itself. For any
square symmetric M, N define ERI(M, N, α) as RI(αI + M, αI + N). (“ERI” stands for
“extended relative eigenvalues.”) This is a ridge version of RI; it is sufficient for our purposes
to leave α indeterminate, because ERI will turn out to be proportional to Procrustes
distance
√
for every feasible value of α. We will consider, among others, α = 1 and α = ( 17 − 1)/2.
Approximate the offset isotropic normal Procrustes coordinates by projecting out size and rotation instead of dividing or rotating. (The Helmertization step, which is not an approximation, is unchanged.) LASR regulars have seen this notation before. It invokes a mean shape
µ on k landmarks µ1 = (x1 , y1 ), µ2 = (x2 , y2 ), . . . , µk = (xk , yk ) vectorized as vec(µ) =
(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , . . . , xk , yk ) in two dimensions. µ is standardized as Σxi = Σyi = Σxi yi = 0,
Σ(x2i + yi2) = 1. (Meaning: µ is centered, its Centroid Size is 1, and it has been rotated to
principal axes horizontal and vertical.)
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Consider the matrix


δ
0
δ
0
 0
δ
0
δ
J =
−y1 x1 −y2 x2
x1 y1 x2 y2


... δ
0
... 0
δ

. . . −yk xk 
. . . xk yk

where δ 2 = 1/k, and write J i , i = 1, . . . , 4, for the ith row of J.
• J is orthonormal.
Sample configurations C of k landmark locations from the distribution N(µ, σ 2 I), treated as
column vectors, and consider the various derived configurations C j = C−Σji=1 (J i C)(J i )t , j =
2, 3, 4. Because J is orthonormal, each C i is spherically symmetric within its subspace.
• C 2 is centered in both even-numbered and odd-numbered coordinates.
• C 3 is centered and has been rotated to a position of zero torque against µ.
• The fourth row of J scales each C to centroid size 1 (approximate, to second order in σ).
Hence C 4 is, approximately, the vector of Procrustes shape coordinates for the distribution
C.
• For small σ, because log(1 + ǫ) ∼ ǫ, C 3 is a rotation of the matrix that augments C 4 by
log Centroid Size; hence it is a representation of the size-shape of C.
The distribution C 4 has rank 2k − 4. It approximates the Procrustes shape coordinates in the
vicinity of the mean shape µ.
Write V (µ) for the covariance matrix I2k − (J 1 )t (J 1 ) − (J 2 )t (J 2 ) − (J 3 )t (J 3 ) − (J 4 )t (J 4 ) of
the distribution C 4 . This is the limiting covariance matrix for the complete set of Procrustes
shape coordinates for the offset isotropic distribution of shape in the vicinity of any mean form
µ. It too has rank 2k − 4.
In this same notation, the squared Procrustes distance |µ − ν|2 between two (unnormalized)
samples of the offset isotropic normal is equal to the squared Euclidean distance between their
vectorizations minus the sum of squared differences of projections on the J’s. Again for the
limiting case of sufficiently small σ 2 , we have |µ − ν|2 = kvec(µ) − vec(ν)k2 − (vec(µ) −
vec(ν))t J 1t J 1 + J 2t J 2 + J 3t J 3 + J 4t J 4 (vec(µ) − vec(ν)) where | · | is Procrustes distance
and k · k is Euclidean distance.
Now RI(I + ǫ νν t ) = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1 + ǫ|ν|2 ). (The nontrivial eigenvector is in the direction
of ν.) Also, if µ and ν are perpendicular, RI(I + ǫ µµt + η νν t ) = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1 + ǫ|µ|2 , 1 +
η|ν|2 ). Furthermore, for sufficiently small ǫ, RI(I, I + ǫM) ∼ RI(I − ǫM, I) for any suitable
symmetric M and ǫ small, and (as a corollary) for sufficiently small ǫ, RI(I + ǫN, I + ǫM) ∼
RI(I + ǫN − ǫM, I).
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Combining these, we arrive at the Helpful Approximation

RI I − ǫ vec(µ)vec(µ)t + ǫ vec(ν)vec(ν)t ∼ 1 ± ǫ|µ − ν|

for µ and ν registered Procrustes mean shapes with |µ − ν| << 1, and ǫ small. (Setting aside
the term in I for the moment, xt vec(ν)vec(ν)t − vec(µ)vec(µ)t x is a simple difference of
squared lengths of projections. As a function of unit vectors x, it is a maximum for x along
one bisector of the angle bisectors of µ and ν and a minimum along the other bisector. These
differences evaluate to ±|µ − ν|. See the figure.)
P
Write CD(M, N, α) =
log(ERI(M, N, α))2 as in our Evolution paper. (“CD” is for “covariance distance” [squared].) For small ǫ and any symmetric M, using
for
P the familiar identity
2
2
the logarithm of quantities near 1, we have CD(I + ǫM, I, 0) ∼ ǫ
(RI(M) − 1) .

As a final bit of notation, for any complex vector µ, write µ⊥ for the k-vector with entries equal
to the entries of µ rotated by π/2, so that vec(µ⊥ ) = (−y1 , x1 , −y2 , x2 , . . . , −yk , xk ) = J 3 for
vec(µ) = (x1 , y1, x2 , y2, . . . , xk , yk ) = J 4 as above.
Theorem. On the offset isotropic normal model, in the limit of small digitizing variance
σ 2 and for mean shapes µ and ν that are sufficiently close together, the covariance metric
CD(V (µ), V (ν), α) is proportional to squared Procrustes distance |µ − ν|, and is equal to it
for one particular value of α.
Proof.
To illustrate the algebra we proceed for a while with α = 1. We have
t
ERI(V (µ), V (ν), 1) = RI 2I2k −(J 1 )t J 1 −(J 2 )t J 2 −vec(µ)vec(µ)
−vec(µ⊥ )vec(µ⊥ )t , 2I2k −

(J 1 )t J 1 − (J 2 )t J 2 − vec(ν)vec(ν)t − vec(ν⊥ )vec(ν⊥ )t = RI 2I2k − vec(µ)vec(µ)t −
vec(µ⊥ )vec(µ⊥ )t , 2I2k − vec(ν)vec(ν)t − vec(ν⊥ )vec(ν⊥ )t ∼ RI(2I − vec(µ)vec(µ)t −
vec(µ⊥ )vec(µ⊥ )t + vec(ν)vec(ν)t + vec(ν⊥ )vec(ν⊥ )t , 2I). The last equality is because the
eigenvalues along J 1 and J 2 (the dimensions for centering) are 1.0, of log 0.0, and thus do not
contribute to the CD scoring, and the last approximation comes from transferring two rank-one
terms from one side to the other.
The terms for µ and µ⊥ and for ν and ν⊥ are perpendicular, and so we apply our Helpful Approximation twice,
There result two eigenvalues
√ their perpendiculars.
√
√ once for µ, ν and once for
of 1 + |µ − ν|/ 2 and two of 1 − |µ − ν|/ 2. The term in 2 arises because in comparison to
the gauge metric 2I the rank-1 matrices µµt , etc., are no longer outer products of unit vectors.
√
Conversion to logarithmic form yields
√ two copies each of ±|µ − ν|/ 2. Squaring, summing,
and taking the square root gives us 2|µ − ν|, proportional to |µ − ν|, as was to be proved.
Following through on the role of α, we see that a value of α = 3 would result in a sum of four
terms each |µ − ν|2 /4 in the formula, and thereby equality between CD(V (µ), V (ν), 3) and
|µ − ν|2 , as claimed.
The preceding applies approximations with ǫ effectively equal to 0.5, which is not actually a
very small quantity. A more conscientious computation retains the symmetry of the geometry
but adjusts the ratio between squared Procrustes distance and squared covariance
distance from
p
4/(α + 1) to 4(α−1 − (α + 1)−1 ). Equality is achieved, then, for α = 17/4 − .5 ∼ 1.56....
This is easily confirmed numerically.
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Session III

A nonisotropic Bayesian approach for
superpositioning multiple macromolecules
Douglas L. Theobald
Department of Biochemistry, Brandeis University
1 Introduction
Superpositioning is a key technique in structural biology that enables the comparison and analysis of various conformational differences and commonalities among macromolecules with similar structures. As such, superpositioning is used routinely in the fields of NMR, X-ray crystallography, protein folding, molecular dynamics, rational drug design, and structural evolution
(Bourne and Shindyalov, 2003; Flower, 1999). The interpretation of a superposition relies upon
the validity of the estimated orientations, and hence accurate superpositioning tools are an essential component of modern structural analysis.
In the classical molecular biology approach, structures are referred to a common reference
frame using the conventional statistical optimization method of ordinary least-squares (OLS)
(Flower, 1999). The OLS criterion stipulates that the optimal rotations and translations are
those that minimize the squared distances among corresponding atoms in the structures being
analyzed. As a theoretical justification for OLS, the Gauss-Markov theorem requires both homoscedastic and uncorrelated data. However, both requirements are generally violated in the
case of macromolecules. The variances of backbone atoms in NMR superpositions, for instance, commonly span greater than three orders of magnitude. Furthermore, adjacent atoms
typically covary strongly due to covalent chemical bonds and other physical interactions. In
practice, researchers usually perform a OLS superposition, identify regions that do not “superposition well”, and calculate a new superposition in which the more variable regions have been
subjectively excluded from the analysis.
In previous work, we relaxed the assumptions of homoscedasticity and noncorrelation by treating the superposition problem within a likelihood framework where the macromolecular structures are distributed normally (Theobald and Wuttke, 2006a,b, 2008). In our non-isotropic likelihood treatment, superpositioning requires estimating five classes of parameters: (1) a mean
structure, (2) a global covariance matrix describing the variance and correlations for each atom
in the structures, (3) hierarchical parameters describing the covariance matrix, and, for each
structure in the analysis, (4) a proper orthogonal rotation matrix and (5) a translation vector.
Our ML method accounts for uneven variances and correlations in the structures by weighting
by the inverse of the covariance matrix.
Estimation of the covariance matrix has been a significant impediment to a viable non-isotropic
likelihood-based Procrustes analysis (Dryden and Mardia, 1998; Lele and Richtsmeier, 1990;
Lele, 1993; Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001; Glasbey et al., 1995; Goodall, 1991b, 1995). Simultaneous estimation of the sample covariance matrix and the translations is generally impossible. We permit joint identifiability by regularizing the covariance matrix using a hierarchical,
empirical Bayes treatment in which the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are themselves
distributed according to an inverse gamma pdf.
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In general all the estimates of the unknown parameters are interdependent and cannot be solved
for analytically. Furthermore, the smallest eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix are zero
due to colinearity imparted by the centering operation necessary to estimate the unknown translations. We treat these smallest eigenvalues as “missing data” using an expectation-maximization
algorithm. For simultaneous estimation, we use iterative conditional maximization of the joint
likelihood augmented by the expectation-maximization algorithm. This method works very
well in practice, with excellent convergence properties for the many hundreds of real cases analyzed to date. An example of a conventional LS superposition compared with our ML estimate
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A conventional LS superposition vs the ML superposition (center and right) of 30 NMR
models of the 71 amino acid Kunitz domain 2 of Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor (PDB ID: 1adz). All
Cα s were included in the calculations.

2 A matrix normal probability model for the macromolecular superposition problem
Consider N structures (Xi , i = 1 . . . N), each with K corresponding atoms (landmarks), where
each structure is defined as a K ×D matrix holding K rows of D-dimensional coordinates. We
assume a probabalistic model for the Procrustes problem in which each form Xi is distributed
according to a Gaussian probability density and is observed in a different unknown coordinate
system (Dryden and Mardia, 1998; Goodall, 1991a, 1995). We allow heterogeneous variances
and correlations among the atoms in the structures, as described by a K×K covariance matrix Σ
for the atoms. Under this Gaussian model, each Xi can be considered as an arbitrarily scaled,
rotated, and translated zero-mean Gaussian matrix displacement Ei ∼ NK,D (0, Σ, Ξ) of the
mean structure M,
Xi = (M + Ei ) R′i − 1K t′i
(1)
where ti is a D×1 column vector for the translational offset, and 1K denotes the K ×1 column
vector of ones.

3 A Procrustes matrix normal likelihood equation
The full joint likelihood equation for the model given in (1) is obtained from a multivariate
matrix normal distribution Arnold, 1981;Dutilleul, 1999). Define
Yi = (Xi + 1K t′i )Ri
then
p (X|R, t, M, Σ) = (2π)

− 3KN
2

|Σ|

− 3N
2

N

1X 
exp −
tr [Yi − M]′ Σ−1 [Yi − M]
2 i
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!

(2)

4 A Bayesian extension
The likelihood analysis described above does not provide ready estimates of the uncertainty in
the estimated parameters. Hence, an extension of the method to a full Bayesian analysis would
be useful, and would also allow for the incorporation of other prior data (e.g., B-factors, an
empirical measure of uncertainty, attached to each atom in a crystal structure).
For our Bayesian analysis we assume that Σ, M, R, t are all independent, so that
p (Σ, M, R, t|X) ∝ p (X|Σ, M, R, t) p (Σ) p (M) p (R) p (t)

(3)

We will also occasionally assume a hierarchical prior for Σ:
p (Σ) ∝ p (Σ|φ, n) p (φ)

(4)

We have solved the MAP estimates for our Bayesian superposition model, and we are currently
in the process of coding a Gibbs sampling algorithm for the full Bayesian solution. When
using improper reference priors it is critical to establish the propriety of the posterior. We
have shown that the posterior is proper in the isotropic case (corresponding to the classic OLS
assumptions) when using uniform priors on M and the translations t and placing a standard
improper reference prior on the variance. However, in the nonisotropic treatment, the standard
reference priors on the variance hyperparameters lead to an improper posterior, and so here
we use vague proper priors. In the following we present the conditional distributions of the
unknown parameters.
4.1 Mean
The conditional distribution of the mean M, given a flat prior (p (M) ∝ C), is:
N

1X 
tr [Yi − M]′ Σ−1 [Yi − M]
p (M|X, Σ, R, t) ∝ exp −
2 i

!

(5)

which is a matrix normal distribution.
4.2 Translations

The conditional distribution of the translations t, given a flat prior (p (t) ∝ C), is:


 ′ −1
1  ′ −1
′
′
p (ti |Xi , M, Σ, Ri) ∝ exp − tr Xi Σ 1K ti − tr ti 1K Σ 1K ti
2

(6)

assuming Ri M′ Σ−1 1K = 0. This is a multivariate normal distribution.
4.3 Rotations

The conditional distribution of the rotations Ri, given a proper uniform prior (p (Ri ) ∝ C):


1  ′ −1
(7)
p (Ri |Xi, Σ, M, ti ) ∝ exp − tr M Σ X̌i Ri
2

which is a matrix von Mises-Fisher distribution.
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4.4 Isotropic covariance matrix
The conditional distribution of an isotropic covariance matrix (Σiso = φI), given a reference
prior (p (φ) ∝ φ1 ), is:
p (φ|X, Σ, M, R, t) ∝ φ−(

N

X
) exp − 1
tr {[Yi − M]′ [Yi − M]}
2φ i

3NK
+1
2

!

(8)

which is an inverse gamma distribution. This solution corresponds to the Bayesian version of
the traditional OLS superposition solution.
4.5 A Diagonal Inverse Wishart prior for a diagonal covariance matrix (multivariate
scaled inverse chi square)
In the following we assume the covariance matrix is diagonal (Σ diagonal):
n



1
|Ψ| 2
−1
p (Σ|Ψ, n, K) = nK
K exp − 2 tr ΨΣ
n
2 2 |Σ|( 2 +1) Γ n2

(9)

4.6 Conditional probability for the covariance matrix Σ
If we further assume that the hyperparameter Ψ is isotropic (i.e., Ψ = φI), then we have a
simple expression for the conditional distribution of the covariance matrix:

p (Σ|X, M, R, t, φ) ∝ |Σ|−

3N+n+2
2

e− 2 tr (Σ
1

−1 [S+φI]

)

(10)

where
N

S=

1X
tr {[Yi − M]′ [Yi − M]}
2 i

(11)

This is simply another multivariate scaled inverse chi-square distribution.
4.7 Conditional probability of the variance hyperparameter φ
The “conventional” reference prior for the variance hyperparameter (p (φ) ∝ φ1a ) leads to an
improper posterior, so we adopt a vague proper conjugate prior on φ (a scaled chi-square with
parameters α, m):

p (φ|α, m) ∝ φ

m−2
2



φ
exp −
2α



 1
φ
−1
exp − tr Σ
+
p (φ|X, Σ, M, R, t, n) ∝ φ
2
α
which is a gamma distribution (or a scaled chi-square).
nK+m−2
2
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(12)

(13)
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Session IV

Protein folds and fold-space
Willie Taylor
Mathematical Biology, National Institute for Medical Research,
Medical Research Council
With the number of known protein folds potentially approaching completion, the problems
associated with their systematic classification are evaluated. It is argued that it will be difficult,
if not impossible, to find a general metric based on pairwise comparison that will provide a
satisfactory classification. It is suggested that some progress may be made through comparison
against a library of idealised ’template’ folds but a proper solution can only be attained if this
includes a model of the underlying evolutionary processes. These processes are considered with
examples of some unexpected relationships among folds.
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A probabilistic approach to protein structure
prediction: PHAISTOS in CASP8
M. Borg1∗, W. Boomsma1, J. Ferkinghoff-Borg2, J. Frellsen1 , T. Harder1 , K.V.
Mardia 3, P. Røgen4, K. Stovgaard1 and T. Hamelryck1
1

Department of Biology, University of Copenhagen
2
DTU Electro, Technical University of Denmark
3
Department of Statistics, University of Leeds
4
Department of Mathematics, Technical University of Denmark
Introduction
The prediction of the 3-dimensional structure of a protein given its chemical composition (that
is, its amino acid sequence), remains an elusive problem in spite of decades of research efforts.
The rate of progress in the field is even stagnating, and much of the improvements seen in the
last couple of years can be attributed to larger databases of experimentally determined protein
structures, and to more powerful computers (Kryshtafovych et al., 2007).
We recently developed a probabilistic model of local protein structure in continuous space,
TorusDBN, which is an attractive alternative to the discrete, non-probabilistic fragment assembly methods (Boomsma et al., 2008). Furthermore, the model allows for calculating the probability of a sampled conformation, which is essential in order to avoid biases in Monte Carlo
sampling. However, in order to predict native protein structures, non-local interactions must
also be taken into account.
Here we present our framework, PHAISTOS5 , and our initial attempts of predicting protein
structure from sequence. We tested our approach rigorously by participating in the 8th Community Wide Experiment on the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction
(CASP8); a biennial double-blind experiment in protein structure prediction (Moult, 2006). We
submitted structure predictions for 5 different targets. Two of these targets turned out to be intrinsically unstructured proteins, without a fixed structure. Nonetheless, we managed to predict
some important substructures present in these proteins. For the remaining three globular proteins, we successfully predicted the fold for two of them. These results are very encouraging,
especially considering the preliminary state of the nonlocal energy function and the fact that we
only use the protein sequence as input for the predictions.

Phaistos framework
Our long-term goal is to have a completely probabilistic description of protein folding. The
connection between the underlying physics and the probability of finding a protein in a conformation j, comes from the Boltzmann distribution and is proportional to gj exp(−Ej ), where
gj and Ej are the multiplicity and energy of the conformation, respectively. According to the
widely accepted Anfinsen hypothesis (Anfinsen et al., 1961), the native state of a protein is the
most probable state at thermodynamic equilibrium.
5

http://www.phaistos.org
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We represent the protein as a polymer with fixed bond lengths and bond angles. The amino acid
side chain atoms are represented by one pseudo atom (SC) at the geometrical center for each
residue, as shown in Fig. 1. The only degrees of freedom for the protein are thus the dihedral
angles along the backbone; a conformation is specified by the set X = {ωi , φi , ψi }, where the
index i runs over all amino acids and ω, φ, ψ are the usual backbone dihedral angles. In the
current version of PHAISTOS, we fix the protein’s secondary structure to the one predicted by
PSIPRED (Jones, 1999).

Figure 1: Protein representation. The protein backbone is modeled in atomic detail: each residue
contains four backbone atoms (N, Cα , C and O). For the amino acid side chains we use a simplified
representation: each side chain is represented by one pseudo-atom (SC).

We combine our local model with a non-local energy function, and obtain low energy structures
by generalized Monte Carlo sampling. Then, a subset of these samples are selected based on
their energies and by clustering structures. The final predictions are obtained by filling in all the
missing atomic details (that is, the side chain atoms and the hydrogen atoms) and ranking the
samples using an all-atom force-field.
Our non-local energy function consists of contributions from excluded volume interactions,
hydrogen bonds between main chain atoms, compactness and a multi-body contact term. The
excluded volumes of atoms were taken into account in the form of a simple repulsion when two
atoms are closer than the sum of their van der Waals radii, of the form
Eclash ∼ H(rc − rij )(1 − rij /rc ),
where H is the Heaviside step function, rij is the interatomic distance and rc is the clash distance.
The hydrogen bond term was taken from the literature, and is a function of various distances and
angles between the hydrogen bond partners (Fabiola et al., 2002). We only include hydrogen
bonds between β−strands, as α−helix hydrogen bonds are taken into account by the local
model. The hydrogen bond energy term is of the form

Ehb = ǫ (σ/rN −O )6 − (σ/rN −O )4 cos4 (θ − θ0 ) SW (rN −O ) ,
where ǫ is a scaling factor, σ is a parameter determining the optimal hydrogen bond N-O distance, rN −O is the distance between the N and O atoms, θ is the N-O-C angle (θ lies between 0
and 180 degrees), θ0 is the ideal hydrogen bond angle and SW is a smoothing function.

Folded protein molecules are in general compact, and we include a term for biasing sampling
towards compact structures. This term is based on a spatial Poisson process. Such a Poisson
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process can be used to assign a probability to observing a number of points in a given threedimensional volume. We use the probability P(N|Rg ), where N is the length and Rg is the
radius of gyration of the protein. The expression for P(N|Rg ) according to the spatial Poisson
process is:
N

1
P(N | Rg ) =
ρRgc exp −ρRgc .
N!
The values for the parameters ρ and c of the spatial Poisson process were obtained by maximum
likelihood estimation (resulting in ρ = 0.334, c = 2.274), using a database of (N, Rg ) pairs
derived from protein structures in the Top500 database 6 , which is a standard reference database
of high quality protein structures. As far as we know, this is the first application of the spatial
Poisson process for constructing a probabilistic model of the compactness of proteins.
The last non-local energy term in our model is a multibody contact potential which captures
the preferences of the different amino acid types with respect to neighboring amino acids and
the total number of neighbors. To determine the neighbors of an amino acid, we made use of
the half sphere solvent exposure construction (Hamelryck, 2005), which separates the spherical
environment of an amino acid into two separate domes, one of which contains the side chain. A
simple probabilistic model (essentially based on a dice model) is then used to model the amino
acid type content of the domes. Details of this model will be described in a separate publication.
We sample the conformational space from the distribution
P ∼ P(X|S, A)Pclash Phb P(N|Rg )Pmultibody ,
where P(X|S, A) is the probability of the structure according to TorusDBN, included by using
it as a proposal distribution in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme. The remaining
factors are probabilities from our non-local terms, where energy terms have been converted
to probabilities in the form of Boltzmann factors Pi ∼ e−λi Ei , where λi is a scaling factor
for energy term i. The scaling factors were determined manually using a small set of known
protein structures. By using our local model as proposal distribution, only conformations with a
realistic local structure are considered, allowing for an efficient search in conformational space.
The energy landscape of conformational space is very rugged. Therefore, the task of finding the global minimum among a large number of local minima separated by high barriers
is a formidable challenge which requires advanced sampling techniques. The sampling algorithm that we use is a generalized multi-histogram method that estimate the density of states
as a function of energy, g(E), from the sampling histogram (Hesselbo and Stinchcombe, 1995;
Ferkinghoff-Borg, 2002). The density of states is used to sample conformational space with
sampling weights
!−1
X
ω(E) =
g(E ′ )
.
E ′ ≤E

The sampling algorithm thus biases the sampling towards low energy conformations, and at the
same time avoids getting trapped in local energy minima.
Using our coarse-grained model and efficient sampling we can generate large numbers of conformations. In order to select conformations for further analysis we use a clustering algorithm
6

Available from http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu/databases/top500.php.
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that is based on Gauss integrals (Røgen, 2005; Røgen and Fain, 2003). Briefly, each conformation is mapped to a point in R30 using 30 different topological invariants of the polygonal curve
connecting the Cα atoms of the structure. The points in R30 are then clustered using standard
Euclidean metrics and k-means clustering.
We select a subset of structures based on the clustering and the coarse-grained energies for
further analysis. For each structure, we generate an all-atom model from the backbone coordinates (Hartmann et al., 2007) and calculate the energy of the structure using a physics-based
all-atom force field with implicit solvent (Dominy and Brooks, 1999). The all-atom structures
are energy-minimized using steepest descent and adopted-basis Newton-Raphson minimization.
The final selection of structures is based on all-atom energies, radius of gyration, hydrophobic
radius of gyration, and physical properties.

Results
We selected 5 target sequences from the CASP8 experiment for prediction and used our protocol to generate 5 candidates for each target. Two of the selected targets turned out to be largely
disordered proteins. One of the disordered targets, T0474, was a dimer with some ordered
parts which included a helix-turn-helix motif, which was also present in our prediction (Fig. 2).
The other disordered protein, T0480, contained a zinc finger with four cystein residues in close
proximity, which we also correctly predicted (results not shown). For two of the remaining targets, T0469 and T0473, we predicted the native structures with Cα root mean square deviations
(RMSDs) of 5.0 and 5.4 Å, respectively (Fig. 3).

Figure 2: Experimental (light grey/green) and predicted (dark grey/blue) structures for residues 17-49
of CASP target T0474. Cα RMSD is 1.9 Å. (Colour figures will be included in the proceedings available
online).

Conclusions and outlook
Our results are very encouraging, given that our energy terms for non-local interactions were
just initial versions of what will eventually become a fully probabilistic framework for protein
structure prediction. In particular, we did not use any templates from homologous structures
in our predictions, suggesting that our approach is useful in de novo structure prediction where
template-based methods can not be used.
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Figure 3: Experimental (light grey/green) and predicted (dark grey/blue) structures for CASP targets
T0469 (left) and T0473 (right). Cα RMSDs are 5.0 and 5.4 Å, respectively. (Colour figures will be
included in the proceedings available online).

Comparing the experimental results with our sampled conformations, it is apparent that we need
to improve the non-local energy terms considerably. Furthermore, the secondary structure predictions that we used to restrict the search in conformational space turned out to be detrimental
to the results in some cases. We are currently working on an improved description of non-local
features in folded proteins which does not rely on a fixed secondary structure and we expect
considerable improvements.
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Genomic scale analysis of horizontal gene transfer
from bacteria to unicellular eukaryotes
David R. Westhead∗, John W. Whitaker and Glenn A. McConkey
Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds
1 Introduction
We have recently developed metaTIGER (http://www.bioinformatics.leeds.ac.uk/metatiger/), a
WWW resource devoted to the study of metabolic networks and their evolution. Using our
metaSHARK software for metabolic annotation of genomes , we have annotated metabolic enzyme functions in over 500 species, including more than 100 eukaryotes. The WWW site has
easy to use facilities for viewing and comparing the metabolic networks in different organisms
via highlighted pathway images (using information from KEGG ) and tables. metaSHARK
provides genome annotations using raw nucleic acid sequences as input, predicting gene models using matching of profile hidden Markov models (HMMs), and is therefore able to annotate
eukaryotes for which gene predictions are not available. This allows access to species for which
only preliminary genome or EST sequence data exists, or for which gene structures are hard to
predict owing to lack of suitable training information. We expect these features to be increasingly useful as new sequencing methods allow the sequencing of many more genomes for which
detailed manual annotation will be impossible.
The main novelty of the metaTIGER site is the inclusion of significant amounts of evolutionary
information. For each metabolic function (defined by Enzyme Commission (E.C.) number) the
corresponding enzyme sequences were used to create a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree,
resulting in a comprehensive database of 2,257 trees. These trees were created from just the
most conserved parts of the enzyme, and were limited to include only sequences which are
very confident hits to the profile/HMM (E value < 10−30 ). In addition, for each genome a (sub)sequence was only associated with an E.C. number if it was the best match to the corresponding
profile/HMM within the genome and was not a more confident match to any other profile/HMM.
Thus the sequence sets for our trees eliminate the inclusion of paralogs as far as possible, and
are designed to give the highest possible quality phylogenetic trees. The site contains facilities
for viewing the trees using the state-of-the-art tree viewer iTOL . In addition there are tree query
facilties which allow the user to search for trees with particular clade structures, for instance
including potential horizontal gene transfers, or to find sequences suitable for concatenation to
infer consensus organism phylogenies.
We have recently used the facilities described above to make the most comprehensive survey
yet available of the horizontal transfer of metabolic genes between bacteria and unicellular
eukaryotes. The 30 eukaryotic species with complete genome sequences considered derive
from 10 eukaryotic genera, and reveal significant levels of confidently asserted transfers. The
species set contains several significant groups of parasites of human and economic importance,
and some of the transfers we find are potentially related to pathogenicity and the adaptation to
a parasitic lifestyle.
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A structural genomics approach to membrane
transport proteins
Peter J.F. Henderson
Astbury Centre for Structural Molecular Biology, Institute for Membranes and
Systems Biology, University of Leeds
1 Introduction
The hydrophobic bilayer membrane that bounds cells is inherently impermeable to the great
majority of hydrophilic solutes required for cell nutrition and to many of the waste products
and/or toxins that must be excreted. Accordingly, the membrane contains proteins, the sole
function of which is to catalyse the translocation of substrates through the membrane. In all
types of cells, from microbes to man, there are a large number of such membrane transport
proteins comprising 5-15% of the genomic protein portfolio. Generally, each one of these is
highly specific for a single substrate.
As the substrates for many membrane processes can be obtained in radioisotope-labelled form,
it has been technically feasible to characterise the functions of many of these transport proteins.
The 3d structures of the proteins themselves, however, have proved to be difficult to elucidate:
they are of low natural abundance in the membrane and so difficult to identify; they are very
hydrophobic and refractory to isolation methods in aqueous solutions; and, even when purified,
usually in non-denaturing detergents, they are very difficult to crystallize. Consequently, Xray crystallography, the method of choice for determining structures of proteins, is difficult to
implement. So, the numbers of independent structures of membrane proteins is numbered in
hundreds (193 on 11 June, 2009 (White, 2009)), whereas the numbers of structures of soluble
proteins exceeds ten thousand.

Figure 1: Membrane transport systems in a typical bacterium (see text)

In order to understand the molecular mechanisms of transport proteins, knowledge of their 3d
structures is crucial. In this review the key features of transport processes are presented followed
by a generic strategy - structural genomics - for elucidation of their structures.
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2 Membrane transport processes and bioenergetics - useful concepts
2.1. Passive diffusion is the translocation of a solute across a membrane down its electrochemical gradient without participation of a transport protein. The process follows Fick’s law,
with the relationship below where velocity has a linear relationship to [solute]
v = P Ac
where v =velocity, P = permeability coefficient for the particular solute, A = area, and
c = difference in solute concentration across the cell membrane.
Diffusion has a low temperature coefficient (v α o A) and is non-specific. Typical biologically important compounds following this mechanism are O2 , CO2 , NH3 , HCO2 H,
CH3 CO2 H, CH2 OH.CHOH.CH2 OH - small, neutral molecules soluble in lipid membranes.
2.2 Facilitated diffusion is the translocation across a membrane of a solute down its electrochemical gradient catalysed by a transport protein. The Michaelis-Menten relationship
often adequately relates the initial rate of transport (v) to initial substrate concentration
v = Vmax .[S]/(Km + [S])
(Vmax = maximum velocity, Km = [S] where v is Vmax /2). As with enzyme reactions,
there is a high temperature coefficient and, usually, strong substrate specificity. Biological
substrates that follow this mechanism are typically charged and/or larger than about the
size of glycerol, with a very low inherent solubility in biological membranes. Mitchell
(1990) classified such transport of a single substrate as ‘uniport’, and glycerol transport
is an example of such facilitated diffusion in Escherichia coli (Fig. 1).
2.3 Active transport is a term used to describe the net transport of a solute across a biological
membrane from a low to a high electrochemical potential. Active transport shows the
following characteristics.
1. Accumulation of solute occurs against a concentration gradient.
2. The solute is not chemically modified during translocation.
3. Saturable steady state kinetics are observed.
4. There is a high temperature coefficient typical of enzyme-catalysed reactions.
5. Substrate specificity is restricted.
6. An input of metabolic energy is required.
Active transport processes embrace a variety of molecular mechanisms, in which energy
may be derived from light, oxidoreduction, ATP hydrolysis, or pre-existing solute gradients. It is conceptually helpful to classify them further into “primary” and “secondary”
mechanisms. Secondary transport can be subdivided into “symport” or “antiport” (Fig.
1), terms introduced by Mitchell, (1990).
2.4 Primary active transport involves the direct conversion of chemical or photosynthetic
energy into an electrochemical potential of solute across the membrane barrier. Thus,
translocation of protons driven by oxidation of respiratory substrates (Mitchell, 1990),
(Fig. 1), by hydrolysis of ATP, or by light, all fall into this category. Most of these
transport one substrate in one direction and so are described as ‘uniport’ (Mitchell, 1990).
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2.5 Secondary active transport involves the conversion of a pre-existing electrochemical gradient, usually of H+ or Na+ ions, into a new electrochemical gradient of the transported
species. Thus the ultimate energy source for secondary transport systems is a primary
chemical or photochemical conversion. In bacteria primary proton ejection by respiration
or ATPase powers secondary sugar-H+ symport (obligatory coupling of H+ and solute
movement in the same direction; Fig. 1) or secondary Na+ /H+ antiport (the obligatory
coupling of H+ and solute movement in the opposite direction; Fig. 1). For example,
the resulting Na+ -gradient can be further coupled to substrate uptake by a nutrient-Na+
symport, so that net accumulation is driven by respiration (or ATPase) via H+ and Na+
gradients.
In E. coli the transmembrane H+ -gradient appears to be the ‘currency’ of many energised
transport reactions, and the Na+ -gradient of relatively few. However, in other organisms
living in salt environments the Na+ gradient is the dominant factor maintained by a primary Na+ pump. This is also true in multicellular eukaryotes.
2.6 Group Translocation All the above mechanisms operate without chemical modification of
the solute. Group translocation systems catalyse both the translocation and concomitant
chemical modification of the solute. For a range of carbohydrates in many species of
bacteria, phosphoenol pyruvate is the donor to produce internal sugar-phosphate from
external free sugar (Fig.1).

3 The post-genome age - bioinformatics and statistical analyses of amino
acid alignments and emergence of evolutionary families
With the discovery of increasing numbers of transport proteins, it became important to classify
the various ways in which transport occurs across biological membranes, particularly in relation
to energisation of transport. Despite the enormous number of genetically and biochemically distinct systems, the number of commontypes of energisation could be reduced to five (Fig. 1).
Considerable clarification of the classification was achieved when the sequences of the proteins
involved became available through the advent of recombinant DNA technology. This yielded
statistically robust comparisons of their (dis)similarities and their evolutionary relationships and
revealed at least two important insights. Transport proteins related by sequence would usually
have the same modus operandi, but it might be profoundly different. Thus, sequence-related
proteins could operate by facilitated diffusion, substrate-cation symport, or substrate-cation antiport, and therefore it was realised that quite subtle changes in structure might produce profound changes in direction and/or energy linkage of the transport process. Secondly, sequence
analyses also confirmed that transport systems could be comprised of more than one protein,
each with a different functional role in the overall translocation process, and also that domains
of different function could become fused together during evolution so that fewer, or even one,
polypeptide chain contained all the necessary functions. One example of this is the protein
implicated in cystic fibrosis.
The classification of membrane transport proteins according to the statistical relatedness of
their aligned amino acid sequences has been exhaustively explored by Saier (2000), leading to
the Transport Classifiation Database (TCDB). Each time the genomic DNA of an organism is
sequenced, the amino acid sequences of all the proteins are deduced and their possible functions
annotated. There are sufficient precedents where function has been identified in one organism
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for educated guesses to be made for functions of proteins found to be present in all subsequent
genomes sequenced. A repository of the conclusions for transport proteins is maintained by
Paulsen and co-workers (Ren and Paulsen, 2007).
A fundamental conclusion from these global surveys is that transport proteins tend to fall into
two major classes; each of these is defined by a statistically significant thread of similarities
throughout evolution from the primordial microorganisms through to higher plants and animals,
including man. One is a series of primary active transport systems, known as the ‘ATP-bindingcassette’, ABC-transporters superfamily (Higgins, 1992), and the other as the ‘Major Facilitator
Superfamily’, MFS-transporters (Pao et al., 1998). For example, in E. coli out of 354 transport
systems in total 69 are of the ABC family and 70 are of the MFS family; in man out of a total
of 1022 53 are ABC and 104 are MFS (Ren and Paulsen, 2007).

4 Structural genomics
In this presentation, an experimental strategy is outlined that enables the amplified expression
and purification of bacterial membrane transport proteins, from several species of bacteria, in
amounts required for structural studies. Many of these prokaryote transport proteins are homologous to members of the ‘Major Facilitator Superfamily’ found in a range of higher organisms,
such as protozoan parasites, fungi, plants and mammals. It is clear, therefore, that results of
structure-activity studies of these bacterial proteins will be relevant to the understanding of the
corresponding eukaryotic transporters. In other cases the transport systems are unique to bacteria and, indeed, sometimes critical for growth in cases where these bacteria are pathogenic. The
availability of purified active protein, of these key transporters, may then be useful for discovery
of novel antibacterials. The transporters chosen to illustrate the strategy, which is illustrated in
Fig. 2, belong to the nucleobase-cation-symport, ‘NCS-1’, family, and the structure of one, the
Na+ -hydantoin transport protein Mhp1 from Microbacterium liquefaciens, has been determined
(Weyand et al., 2008); this has led to the emergence of a novel ‘Superfamily’ (Weyand et al.,
2008).

5 How do transport proteins work? Structures and surprises
Identification of possible transport proteins through statistical analyses of their amino acid sequences is now trivial, but their complete biochemical, functional and structural characterisation
in purified systems is only just beginning. Thus the focus of the field is on structural genomics
– devising a general strategy to move quickly from identification of a gene of interest to having sufficient quantities of pure protein for functional and structural studies (Szakonyi et al.,
2007). The structures of some transport proteins will be illustrated, and a molecular mechanism
proposed for Mhp1.
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Figure 2: The structural genomics pipeline for bacterial membrane transport proteins
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Exploring protein binding site similarity
Richard M. Jackson
Institute of Mollecular and Cellular Biology, University of Leeds
The large-scale comparison of protein-ligand binding sites is problematic, in that measures of
structural similarity are difficult to quantify and are not easily understood in terms of statistical
similarity that can ultimately be related to structure and function. We present a binding site
matching score the Poisson Index (PI) based upon a well-defined statistical model. PI requires
only the number of matching atoms between two sites and the size of the two sites-the same
information used by the Tanimoto Index (TI), a comparable and widely used measure for molecular similarity. Despite the difficulty of determining a biological ‘ground truth’ for binding site
similarity we conclude that PI is a suitable measure of binding site similarity and could form
the basis for a binding site classification scheme.
We have recently undertaken a large-scale comparison of protein kinase ATP-binding sites. This
has allowed us to discover binding site similarity in different sub-families of protein kinase that
are not evident from sequence similarity alone. We propose a relevant classification of the protein kinase family based on the similarity of their binding sites. Not only does this classification
highlight features that are important for the potency and selectivity of kinase inhibitors, but it
also allows us to rationalise cross-reactivity among the protein kinases.
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Statistical machine learning for structural
bioinformatics
David L. Wild
University of Warwick
(Joint work with Karsten Borgwardt, Alexei Podtelezhnikov,
Chu Wei and Zoubin Ghahramani)
Protein structure prediction from sequence is one of the central problems of structural bioinformatics. There are three main paradigms that are employed to address this problem. The first approach is homology or comparative modelling. The second is fold recognition, or threading, using sequence-structure compatibility between the sequence of interest and proteins with known
three-dimensional structures. The third approach is ab initio molecular simulation guided by
physical forces.
Humans readily learn new concepts after observing a few examples and show extremely good
generalization to new instances. In contrast, search tools on the internet exhibit little or no
learning and generalization. Recent work on ‘Bayesian Sets’ by Ghahramani and Heller (Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2005), 2006) shows that information
retrieval can be firmly grounded in a Bayesian statistical model of human learning and generalization. Given a set of items, the algorithm finds other items that belong to the same concept.
For example, given Monday, Wednesday, it should return the days of the week; given three Jim
Carrey movies, it should return other Jim Carrey movies; given a couple of proteins with some
three dimensional fold, it should return other proteins with a similar fold.
In the first part of my talk, I will describe an application of this approach to the problem of
protein fold recognition, (recognizing proteins that have similar tertiary structures based on a
database of known protein structures), which was recently cast in the framework of information
retrieval by Cheng and Baldi (Bioinformatics, 22, s1456|s1463, 2006). On several fold recognition tasks, including benchmark datasets and recent CASP targets, Bayesian Sets allow us to
accurately predict whether proteins belong to the same fold. Furthermore, our method shows a
runtime that is vastly superior to that of existing state-of-the-art approaches.
Interactions between amino acids define how proteins fold and function. In the second part of
the talk I will focus on the search for adequate potentials that can distinguish the native fold
from misfolded states in ab initio protein folding. Since direct measurements of these interactions are impossible, known native structures themselves have become the best experimental
evidence. Traditionally, empirical knowledge-based statistical potentials were proposed to describe such interactions from an observed ensemble of known structures. This approach is based
on the hypothesis of a Boltzmann distribution of distances and angles between the interacting
atoms. I will describe an alternative approach, which uses a novel statistical machine learning
methodology, called contrastive divergence, to learn the parameters of statistical potentials from
data, thus inferring force constants, geometrical cut-offs and other structural parameters from
known structures. Contrastive divergence is intertwined with an efficient Metropolis Monte
Carlo procedure for sampling protein backbone conformations. Applications of this approach
have included a study of protein backbone hydrogen bonding, which yields results which are
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in quantitative agreement with experimental characteristics of hydrogen bonds. From a consideration of the requirements for efficient and accurate reconstruction of secondary structural
elements in the context of protein structure prediction, I will also demonstrate the applicability of the framework to the problem of reconstructing the overall protein fold for a number of
commonly studied small proteins, based on only predicted secondary structure and contact map.
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1 Introduction
The development of modern scientific techniques, including large scale genomic technologies,
has led to the generation of enormous amounts of data often characterized by high dimensions
and complex dependence structures. In many cases, the dimensionality of variables measured
(d) exceeds the number of observations (n), leading to model non-identifiability and difficulties
in parameter estimation. Variable selection procedures also fail due to the impossibility of
enumerating and testing massive collections of models, as well as the inability to estimate the
larger models by standard procedures. To overcome these situations, it has long been known that
the specification of proper priors in a Bayesian framework alleviates such a nonidentifiability
problem and leads
R to proper posterior distributions as long as one uses a valid probability density
for the data, i.e., f (y|θ) dy < ∞. For example, this is often done in factor analysis, where the
number of parameters typically exceeds the number of observations, and suitable proper priors
are elicited to obtain proper posterior distributions. Specification of proper priors in the d > n
context is not an easy problem since i) one is never guaranteed that the proper prior will lead
to existence of prior or posterior moments, ii) theoretically checking the existence of prior or
posterior moments is often not an easy task, iii) one desires to specify a proper prior that is
relatively non-informative so that the data can essentially drive the inference, iv) it is desirable
to specify a prior that is at least somewhat semi-automatic in nature requiring relatively little or
minimal specification of hyper-parameters, and v) one desires priors that are easy to interpret
and computationally feasible.

2 Methodology
In the d > n paradigm, there has been very little work on the specification of such priors
and in particular, priors that satisfy i) - v) above. When d < n, multivariate normal priors,
such as Nd (0, γI), are often not desirable; since for small to moderate γ, they are typically too
informative, and for large γ they often lead to computationally unstable posteriors as the model
becomes weakly identified. Moreover, such priors do not capture the a priori correlation in the
parameters, and eliciting a prior correlation or covariance matrix when d > n is a monumental
task.
We develop a framework for variable and model selection in regression-type models for high
dimensional problems. First, we develop a process for the specification of a general class of
prior distributions, called Information Matrix (IM) priors, focusing initially on linear, and generalized linear models (although these can be applied in any parametric regression context). In
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general, the functional form of the IM prior is immediately obtained once a parametric statistical model is specified for the data. The kernel of the IM prior is essentially specified through
the Fisher Information matrix of the parameters.
To generalize the IM priors to a proper prior in the d > n case, we introduce a scalar “ridge”
parameter λ in the prior construction, leading to the Information Matrix Ridge (IMR) prior. The
ridge parameter λ is motivated from the ideas of reducing effects of collinearity and introducing
stability in regression models with high dimensional covariates (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970). The
IM and IMR priors are based on a broad generalization of Zellner’s g-prior (Zellner, 1986) for
Gaussian linear models.

3 Results
Theoretical and computational analyses of the use of this prior indicate a number of highly
desirable properties, including existence of the prior and implied posterior moment generating functions for many popular generalized linear models under conditions that are simple to
verify, and robustness arising from existence of heavier tails than Gaussian priors. In special
limiting cases, these priors also reduce to many of the commonly used priors in the regression
framework, such as the Gaussian, Jeffreys’ and Zellner’s g-priors.
Several simulation studies indicated many advantages of the IMR framework over Gaussian
priors in high dimensional settings. In a high-dimensional logistic regression setting, use of
the IMR prior and a Bayesian model averaging-based approach (Hoeting et al., 1999) led to
virtually identical predictive performance, with the IMR approach being computationally less
expensive than BMA. We also demonstrate the superior performance of the IMR prior in the
context of the applications of (i) discovering gene regulatory networks from genomic sequence
and gene expression microarray data in a yeast cell-cycle experiment and (ii) prediction of
nucleosome positions using genomic sequence data in yeast.
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Abstract
We present a novel method for comparing biological time series which has been successfully used to distinguish between differentially induced calcium oscillations. Within
many branches of the natural sciences and engineering, the extraction of useful information from noisy data presents a huge challenge. Many biological processes give rise to
data which appear random but may be chaotic, such as the calcium oscillations that we
investigate here. Distinguishing between different processes in a chaotic system can be a
highly non-trivial exercise in the presence of even moderate noise levels. In such cases,
classical approaches might often not be able to pinpoint key differences between data sets.
The trajectories of any dynamical system have a unique structure, and to our knowledge a
quantitative exploitation of differences in attractor shapes has not been developed. Here we
introduce an approach to separate different processes by comparing their attractor reconstructions. The method was tested in the symbiosis signaling pathways of the legume plant
Medicago truncatula.

1 Introduction
In any biological system, the flow of information is a key process. Signaling pathways transfer
information about both the surrounding environment and the internal state of an organism. In
symbioses these communication pathways play an essential part of the interaction between the
species.
Legume plants that have developed several symbiotic; they form associations with both fungi
and bacteria. The fungi, arbuscular mycorrhiza, aid the plant mainly in phosphate uptake. The
symbiotic bacteria on the other hand form nitrogen-fixing nodules in the plant roots. Both
symbionts receive carbon in return (Oldroyd and Downie, 2004). First, the microbes recognize
plant compounds in the soil, e.g. flavanoids (Harrison, 2005), and the bacteria then release
nodulation factors (Nod from now on), which diffuse to the plant root and activate the signaling
pathway required for nodulation (Oldroyd and Downie, 2004). In the fungi symbiosis a different
diffusible signal molecule is hypothesised to have the same function as Nod, activating the
signaling pathway leading to mycorrhizal infection (Harrison, 2005).
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Even though these two pathways produce fundamentally different end results, it is known that
they have several key signaling components in common (Kosuta et al., 2008). In Medicago
truncatula the two genes DMI1 and DMI2 are required in both pathways to activate calcium
spiking. Downstream of the spiking, DMI3 is necessary in both symbioses, but further down
the pathways diverge and results in either nodules or mycorrhizal infection (Fig. 1).
Calcium, known to be a secondary messenger in many biological processes, plays a central role
in this symbiotic signaling pathway (Sanders et al., 2002, Oldroyd and Downie, 2006). In M.
truncatula, the calcium oscillations from both symbioses have been analyzed mathematically,
and the results support the hypothesis that the Nod spiking might be chaotic (Kosuta et al.,
2008). A key feature of chaos is a great sensitivity to initial conditions, so that a small difference
in input gives a large difference in output, a cause of the exponential divergence of trajectories
(Strogatz, 1994). However, chaos can also produce almost periodic and very robust patterns,
which can be stabilized through the process of chaos control (Ott et al., 1990). Biological
systems may take advantage of these features and use them efficiently to generate multiple
responses.
Chaotic systems are deterministic, yet their behavior often appears random and can thus easily
be mistaken for being stochastic. Analyzing such dynamics can be become a time-intensive and
challenging undertaking, especially when the noise level is high and the availability of data is
limited. In this symbiotic signaling pathway, a better method was needed to distinguish between
different calcium oscillations.
Time delay embedding of a time series enables phase space dynamics to be characterized. For
chaotic dissipative systems this process results in an attractor. Chaotic attractors often have a
complex geometry with fractal dimensions, are often called strange, and possess a unique shape.
A classical example is the Lorenz attractor, with a shape similar to twisted butterfly wings
(Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). However, to our knowledge a quantitative shape comparison of
these attractors has not been exploited to aid the analysis.
We have analyzed time series of calcium oscillations induced by two different symbioses,
nitrogen-fixing bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi. The two symbionts seem to elicit differing
calcium oscillations, which have been shown previously to be chaotic (Kosuta et al., 2008). We
then attempted to distinguish between them by comparing the unique shapes of the attractor
reconstructions using an entropy measure, the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This could be a
useful method in other noisy, dynamical systems.

Figure 1: The symbiosis signaling pathway of M. truncatula. DMI1, DMI2 and DMI3 are necessary
genes for both Nod factor and mycorrhizal factor signalling. NF, Nod factor; MF, mycorrhizal factor
(adopted from Kosuta et al., 2008).
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2 Method
The data came from the model legume M. truncatula containing the calcium reporter gene
cameleon (Miwa et al., 2006). Root hair cells were exposed to either Nod or mycorrhizal fungi
(Myc from now on), and the resulting calcium oscillations were measured as described in Sun et
al. (2008). Six Nod traces and six Myc traces were used in the analysis. These time series were
detrended with a moving average (Brockwell and Davis, 2002), tested for stationarity (Kennel,
1997), and noise reduced (Schreiber, 1993). The optimal embedding dimension was found to
be 6, which is appropriate for an attractor with up to three dimensions (Kantz and Schreiber,
1997). In this analysis we used 2D projections of the attractors, and the time delay was chosen
to be fifteen seconds by a drop in autocorrelation to (1-(1/e)) (Rosenstein et al., 1993).
A script was written in the statistical package R (http://www.r-project.org/) to compare the
attractor reconstructions. It places a grid over the phase space plot, and assigns a probability to
each grid box of it containing a data point. The result is a 2D matrix of probabilities. We used
a 100 x 100 grid and employed the Parzen Window technique using 2D Gaussians of variance
equal to the grid size to smooth the distributions. To compare two such shapes, the KullbackLeibler divergence was used (Fig. 2), which measures the difference between two probability
distributions P and Q (Burnham and Anderson, 1998). The result is given in the units bits,
where identical distributions have a difference of zero bits. As a reference point, a matrix of
random probabilities drawn from a uniform distribution was created and compared to the data.

Figure 2: The Kullback-Leibler divergence, comparing two probability distributions (P and Q) and calculating the difference between them, DKL .

3 Results
The attractor reconstructions in 2D of Nod show a clear deterministic shape, while the Myc
shape look more irregular and were much more varied between the individual time series (Fig.
3).
The average Kullback-Leibler divergence is summarized in Table 1. There is a three-fold difference when comparing Nod to Nod over Nod to the random probability matrix, which shows
the high degree of similarity in the Nod attractor reconstructions. The Myc to Myc comparison
is consistent with the higher variability shown in the Myc oscillations. The divergence between
Myc and the random matrix resulted in the relatively high value of 2.91 bits. This is due to the
fact that the Myc attractor reconstructions often have a small area with very high probabilities,
contrasting to the smooth distributions of a random matrix. The Nod attractor reconstructions
on the other hand are more regular. Comparing Nod and Myc further shows that there is a higher
similarity among the Nod traces compared to the Myc.
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Figure 3: Examples of attractor reconstructions of calcium oscillations in root hair cells of M. truncatula.
Nod: Oscillations induced in bacterial symbiosis. Myc: Oscillations induced in fungal symbiosis.

Comparison
Nod - Nod
Random - Nod
Myc - Myc
Random - Myc
Nod - Myc

Bits
0.51 ± 0.17
1.51 ± 0.11
0.86 ± 0.63
2.91 ± 0.19
0.81 ± 0.27

Table 1: Results from the comparison of probability distributions in phase space, averages ± standard
deviation. A trace compared to itself i.e. zero difference always returns zero bits. Nod-Myc: Nod and
Myc traces compared to each other. Random: A matrix of probabilities generated with random numbers.

4 Discussion
A number of other natural systems have been shown to be chaotic, including weather, population
dynamics and diffusion. The human heart beat and neuron signaling in the brain has also been
suggested to behave chaotically. In all these fields of study, separating noise and stochastic
effects from the deterministic dynamics of the system is a complex problem, and methods such
as the one presented here could provide useful information.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence shows clear differences between the calcium oscillations induced by Nod or Myc. It also confirms that the Nod data are very similar to each other, while
the Myc traces are much more variable. This gives a quantification of the visual difference seen
in the shapes of the attractor reconstructions. Overall, this supports that the signaling pathway
is activated differently in the two symbioses. It is possible that the oscillations induced by the
fungi does not follow any attractor, since they are so varied and the trajectories does not show
a clear deterministic shape in phase space. Since the correct dimension of the attractors is indicated to be 3D, our method is currently being extended to apply to 3D reconstructions. Then,
the attractors could also be twisted in phase space to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
In the analysis of time series such as these it is difficult to pinpoint differences due to the high
level of noise and variability in the oscillations, effects that could make the system seem stochastic. However, by attractor reconstruction and comparison, the differences of the deterministic
dynamics emerge.
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A statistical base-calling methodology for the
Illumina high-throughput DNA sequencing
platform
Wally Gilks
Department of Statistics, University of Leeds
We propose statistical base-calling methodology for use with the Illumina Genome Analyzer, a
high-throughput next-generation DNA sequencing platform. This methodology takes account
of cross-talk between dye labels and three problems which accrue in clusters of DNA sequence
over successive cycles of the sequencer: accumulation of dye reactants (the “sticky T” problem); base-incorporation errors (the “phasing” problem); and terminal failure of the sequencing
reactions (the problem of “drop-off”). Our methodology allows for differential rates of phase
inaccuracy and drop-off between clusters, and calculates the probability of miscall for each base
called. The resulting base-calling algorithm is linear in the number of cycles. We evaluate the
performance of this algorithm, and compare its base-calling accuracy to that of the Illumina
pipeline.
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1 Introduction
In a spatio-temporal example from agriculture, concerning crop monitoring and pest control, it
is required to fit surfaces describing covariates in a geographical region. We describe a method
for imputing, or interpolating, values observed from functions on an irregularly spaced data
grid using a Voronoi-based lifting scheme. The lifting scheme is a generalisation of wavelet
decompositions used to obtain multiresolution analyses on irregular grids without restrictions
on the number and spacing of data points (see Jansen et al. (2009), Sweldens (1997)). This
allows us to identify activity with localisation in scale and position and also, under certain
assumptions, gives us a method of minimising distortion due to noise.

2 Method
Suppose we have some data, XF , collected on an irregular two-dimensional grid, and for each
data point, xi , a corresponding function value, fi , is observed with noise. We assume the model
fi = gi + ǫi ,

i = 1, . . . , n,

where gi are true function values, and ǫi ∼ N(0, σ 2 ). We wish to make estimates of the function
value at points where we have no observations, which we call XM . To make these estimates,
we first perform a lifting transformation on the combined grid, X = (XF , XM ). We place a
mixture prior on the lifting coefficients and estimate the hyperparameters by an empirical Bayes
approach similar to that used by Johnstone and Silverman (2005) in a wavelet context. We then
estimate the lifting coefficients corresponding to grid points XM utilising the sparsity property
of the lifting transformation. The missing function values are then obtained by inverting the
lifting transformation. We also obtain estimated posterior distributions for the missing function
values, which are mixtures of the posterior coefficient distributions. It is possible to simulate directly from these mixture distributions; confidence intervals and other summaries can be derived
from such samples. An advantage of this method over that propsed by Heaton and Silverman
(2008) is that it does not require MCMC, hence providing good computational efficiency.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of a typical lifting decomposition. More specifically, figure 1(a)
shows how fine-scale details (polygons) are removed early in the algorithm to leave polygons
of approximately equal size nearer to the end of the algorithm. Figure 1(b) shows how the
tesselation is updated when a point is removed. We predict the value of the removed point from
its neighbours by using an average weighted by the proportion of its polygon allocated to those
neighbours when it is removed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Progression of lifting decomposition. Panel (a): graphs showing an initial Voronoi tesselation
(top-left) and updated versions at intermediate stages (in order, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right).
Panel (b): diagram showing how tesselation is updated when a point is removed – the grey point here is
the removed point. This is a zoomed version of figure 1(a).

3 Results
We show an example of this method on a UK farm-based pest count data set which contains
both densely and sparsely observed regions, ideal for the use of such multiscale methods. We
build a two-dimensional surface of pest infestation levels by imputing on to a regular grid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Real data example: Pest infestation in UK with confidence intervals. Plot 2(a): Observation
locations with intensity of infestation. Plot 2(b): Posterior mean surface using our lifting imputation
method.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Real data example: Pest infestation in UK with confidence intervals. Plots 3(a) and 3(b):
Lower and upper bounds of 95% credible intervals for estimates derived from our method.

In figure 2, plot 2(a) shows the observed data with the level of infestation shown by the intensity
and size of the dot – white is no infestation, black is heavy infestation. The other panel shows
the imputed surface obtained using our method, as a portion of a 50 × 50 uniform grid. We
see that the method picks up the high intensity region in the east, as well as the regions of
very low intensity. Also, in areas where there is no data, the estimates are almost constant.
Figure 3 shows the surfaces formed by the boundaries of 95% credible intervals derived from
the posterior distributions.
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Implementation of methylation linear discriminant
analysis (MLDA) on CpG Island microarray data
of ovarian cancer
W Dai∗ , J.M. Teodoridis, J. Graham, C. Zeller, J. Paul and R. Brown
Epigenetics Section, OCA Centre and Dept Oncology, Hammersmith Hospital
Campus, Imperial College London
Differential Methylation Hybridisation (DMH) is used for analysing genomic DNA methylation. To account for the specific biological features of DNA methylation and non-symmetrical
distribution of DMH data, we have developed an algorithm, named Methylation Linear Discriminant Analysis (MLDA), to identify differential methylation based on linear regression models
using non-normalised DMH data (Dai et al., 2008).
We designed a focused oligonucleotide microarray covering 596 CpG islands, with on average
24 oligonucleotide probes per island, that have been chosen based on previous studies implicating them as prognostic DNA methylation markers in ovarian cancer. Analysis of methylation
of ovarian cell line DNA by DMH showed good reproducibility and allowed further optimisation of methodology. MLDA has been implemented on this data and found 101 and 26 CpG
islands differentially methylated between cisplatin-sensitive and resistant ovarian cancer cell
lines generated in vitro and in vivo, respectively. Of 14 loci identified in a previous large-scale
study (Dai et al., 2008), 13 loci were independently identified by MLDA in the current study.
Analysis of the data showed high sensitivity of MLDA and reproducibility of DMH using these
arrays. Currently we are conducting an analysis of ovarian tumour DNA to further evaluate
these potential prognostic biomarkers.
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A tensor-based analysis of orientations in point
patterns using the log-Euclidean metric
Bryony Hill∗ , Elke Thönnes and Wilfrid Kendall
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1 Introduction
Point patterns have been studied extensively (see for example Diggle (1983)) with the major
focus being on inter-point distances. However, little work has been done on the directional relationship between points. In this paper we consider point processes arising from some underlying
unknown fibre process and how these fibres can be inferred from the point pattern.

2 Applications
Such point patterns arise in a variety of natural environments. The application considered here
is of sweat pore patterns on fingerprint ridgelines. The underlying curve structure is the dense
set of approximately locally-parallel ridgelines (which form the fingerprint) along which pores
are located, usually close to the centre of the ridge (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Left: Fingerprint a002-05 from the NIST Special Database 30. The sweat pores appear as
small light-coloured circles along the ridges. Right: The pore pattern of fingerprint a002-05, identified
using computational techniques.

Other applications include the identification of seismic faults from earthquake locations and
cenotes (surface connections to underground water bodies) located along the ridge of the Chicxulub crater in the Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico. A 3-dimensional application can be seen in
galaxies which tend cluster along filaments forming a web-like structure.
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3 Point Pattern Analysis
Glancing at the pore pattern in Figure 1, as an example of a point pattern arising from a fibre
process, it is easy to perceive the underlying ridge structure. Stevens (1977) hypothesised that
when perceiving the structure of patterns such as this, the local parallelism between pairs of
nearby points is fundamental, and that the visual system assumes that locally orientations are
relatively stable.
The analysis proposed here follows Stevens’ supposition by first estimating local orientations
within the point pattern using tensors, and then interpolating these estimates to obtain a complete tensor field of orientation estimates. This tensor field can be used along with MCMC
methods to sample from the fibre distribution (ridgeline distribution) conditional on the point
pattern.
3.1 Su’s Mapping and Tensor Method
Su (2009) estimates the local orientation by creating a 2-dimensional tensor (positive-definite
symmetric matrix) at each point whose principal eigenvector indicates the most likely direction
of the underlying fibre.
The tensor is created at point P by applying a non-linear transformation to all other points Qi ,
that preserves the orientation of the line segment (P, Qi) but transforms its length to


dist(P, Qi)
wi = exp −
2σ 2
where dist(P, Qi ) is a measure of distance between P and Qi and σ is a scaling parameter.
Hence Qi = (dist(P, Qi ) cos θi , dist(P, Qi) sin θi ) is transformed to Q̃i = (wi cos θi , wi sin θi ).
A copy of each of the transformed Q̃i is rotated by π about the point P and added to the set of
transformed points {Q̃i } to ensure that the mean of all the points is P . This also helps to reduce
any boundary effects.
The tensor at P is then calculated by
X
(wi cos θi , wi sin θi )T (wi cos θi , wi sin θi )
T =
i

where the sum is over both the original and the rotated sets of transformed points.
The tensor’s principal eigenvector gives the principal axis along which the variance of the data
is maximised. This implies that the (wi cos θi , wi sin θi ) are more dispersed along this axis than
any other. Hence if the original untransformed points Qi were projected onto the principal axis,
they would lie relatively close to the initial point P suggesting that the principal axis is a good
estimate of the fibre orientation.
3.2 Interpolation and Smoothing
The result of Su’s method is a sparse set of tensors each associated with one point in the point
pattern. In order to make inferences about the underlying fibre structure it is useful to interpolate
these tensor points.
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3.2.1 Tensor Metrics
Interpolation of tensors inevitably requires a notion of tensor metric. We briefly discuss a few
of the metrics which have been proposed here, for a more extensive account of tensor metrics
see Dryden et al. (2008).
The standard metric when working with matrices is the Euclidean metric where the elements
of the matrix are operated on separately. The issue with using this metric with tensors is that
tensors are specific matrices with properties that shouldn’t be ignored by the metric space. For
example, Euclidean extrapolation of two tensors will eventually lead to negative eigenvalues
appearing, and Euclidean interpolation can lead to a ‘ballooning’ effect of the determinant.
An alternative is the Riemannian metric proposed in Pennec et al. (2006). The affine-invariance
properties of this metric make it ideal for working with tensors, however for multilinear interpolation like the Euclidean weighted mean calculations can be computationally expensive.
The Fréchet mean (which minimises the least square distances) does not have an explicit solution due to the curvature of the Riemannian manifold. Hence these weighted averages are
approximated through a Newton gradient descent method.
Arsigny et al. (2006), proposed a solution to the complexity of interpolation - the Log-Euclidean
metric. The principle of the Log-Euclidean metric is that the logarithm function is a bijective
map from the tensor manifold Sym+
2 to the space of symmetric matrices Sym2 . So any problem
in tensor space can be mapped to Sym2 , solved in Euclidean space, and converted back, hence
the term Log-Euclidean.
The weighted Log-Euclidean Fréchet mean of n tensors T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn with weights
w1 , w2 . . . , wn is given by

 Pn
wi log(Ti )
i=1
Pn
T = exp
i=1 wi

(1)

The Log-Euclidean metric doesn’t have all the affine-invariant properties of the Riemannian
metric, but it is invariant to orthogonal transformations and scaling, making it acceptable as a
tensor metric. The actual results of Log-Euclidean interpolation are very similar to those of the
affine-invariant Riemannian interpolation and significantly better than the Euclidean interpolation.
3.2.2 Kernel-Based Smoothing and Interpolation

The interpolation method proposed here calculates the tensor Sx at any location x in the space
by taking the Log-Euclidean average of all tensors Ti at points pi , and weighting them by a
function of the distance between pi and x.
P

(dist(x, pi )) log(Ti )
if
P
Sx = exp
(2)
i f (dist(x, pi ))

By taking into account all tensors the interpolation induces a smoothing effect. If the tensor
Ti , calculated at pi (as outlined in section 3.1), does not give a good estimation of local fibre
orientation then the tensors at points around pi will tend to dominate Ti .

The function f was chosen to be a Gaussian function with mean 0 and with variance parameter
h2 , as it is infinitely smooth and assigns large weights to points within a certain radius of x and
thereafter weightings decrease very quickly.
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3.3 Results
Figure 2 shows the resultant principal-eigenvector gradient field when this method is applied
to the pore pattern in Figure 1. It is evident from this example that this method is effective in
interpolating over areas with missing pores. The smoothing effect is beneficial in this application as the ridgelines of fingerprints are locally parallel so all pores within a local area are
likely to have the same underlying ridge orientation. However, the interpolated gradient field
fails to follow the underlying ridges around the edges where pores are very sparse and also in
the central region near the loop of the fingerprint.

Figure 2: Gradient field of the principal eigenvectors of interpolated tensors, with h = 30 (dots represent
the pores)

4 Conclusions and Further Work
This method gives us an estimate of a gradient field which is integrated by the fibres that generate the point pattern. Areas for further work include accounting for and correcting the bias
caused by areas of high curvature in the fibre process (see, for example, the centre of Figure 2)
and estimating the variance of the gradient field calculated using this method.
We are currently experimenting with an MCMC algorithm to estimate the locations of the fibres
(and the allocation of points to fibres), which deals with much of the central region problem
mentioned above.
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1 Introduction
Streptomycetes are commonly occuring soil bacteria that grow through extension and branching
of hyphal filaments (Figure 1). This morphological growth pattern, which is rare for bacteria
and interesting in its own right, is thought to be connected to the onset of secondary metabolite
production. Streptomycetes are a rich source of biologically active secondary metabolites, some
of which are potent antibiotics, growth promotors or anti-cancer agents (see Flardh and Buttner
2009 for a full description of the organism’s life cycle). Streptomyces is therefore not only a
fascinating model system for morphological studies but also of high pharmaceutical importance
for its natural products.

Spore

5μm

Figure 1: Example image of S. coelicolor (wild-type strain) grown on solid media for 16 hours.

Our research has focussed on understanding and modelling the early-stage growth and morphology of the model organism Streptomyces coelicolor. Part of this work has involved collecting
thousands of microscope images and developing techniques to gather and analyse statistics from
them. The data produced by this work is being used to study the differences between wild-type
and mutant strains, as well as informing and validating spatial growth models.

2 Data gathering
Samples of S. coelicolor were grown on cellophane discs laid over solid media, an approach
which encourages 2-dimensional growth. Preparation for microscopy involved methanol fixing
and staining with a fluorescent wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) conjugate and propidium iodide
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(PI). The former binds to bacterial cell wall components and provides good contrast profiles of
the organism’s shape; the latter binds to nucleic acids, allowing easy identification of spores.
Fluorescence microscopy was carried out using a Zeiss AxioImager upright microscope with
63x and 100x oil-based lenses. Channel images were saved as PNG files.
Spores were innoculated and incubated for 6 to 18 hours and samples were taken at 2 hour
intervals. Imaging this process thus provides a series of snapshots of spatial patterns from
which we aim to recover the morphological development of the growing bacteria.

3 Image analysis
We have developed software to provide semi-automatic analysis of images of filamentous microbes. This software has been used successfully for processing Streptomyces growth pattern
images but it is of sufficient generality to be applicable for a wide range of similar image analysis problems, for instance fungal growth, moss development, root hairs, veins, and nerves.

0 1 0
0 0 0
? ? ?

1 = pixel must be set
0 = pixel must be cleared
? = pixel may be set or clear

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Image processing: (a) The steps involved in processing images and extracting morphological
data. (b) Masks used for locating tip points.

Each microscope image was loaded into the software and underwent an 8-stage process, as
depicted in Figure 2a. In the pre-processing stage, the image is cropped and a Gaussian filter
applied to smooth the image and remove noise (see, for example, Sonka et al. 1999). Threshold
segmentation (see also Sonka et al. 1999) is used to find the organism’s shape and to remove
image background. This results in a black and white image with white pixels for bacteria and
black pixels for background. The image is then thinned to single pixel width by applying two
common skeletonization algorithms in sequence - firstly that of Zhou et al. 1995, then that of
Zhang and Suen 1984.
Once this process has produced a skeleton image, algorithms are applied to identify tip points
and branch points. For branch points, we perform a raster scan of the skeleton image, looking
for any white pixel which has three or more neighbours in the 8-neighbourhood. Tip points are
identified by running a set of 3-by-3 pixel templates over the image which seek out characteristic
patterns (Figure 2b). The spore point has to be manually selected by the user, but this is easily
recognised from the propidium iodide channel image.
The skeleton is then divided up into segments - that is, a piece of connected filament bounded
by any two key points (branch, spore or tip). A path following algorithm (Figure 3a) is applied to build up segment information by tracing the skeleton path between points. Using this
information, the software calculates segment lengths with a standard arclength calculation and
scaling factors provided with the microscope.
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Path following algorithm
1 Mark all skeleton pixels as unvisited.
2 Remove the next tip point from the list of tip points and
set currentPosition = tipPoistion.
3 Look in the 8-neighbourhood around currentPosition
for an unvisited pixel. If the pixel is a tip point or branch
point, proceed to step 6.
4 Mark pixel as visited and set currentPosition = pixelPosition.
5 Repeat steps 3-5.
6 If last pixel is a branch point, check if it needs to be reclassified by counting the number of unvisited pixels
in the 8-neighbourhood.
7 Repeat steps 2-7 until no more tip points.

Filament classification algorithm
1 Mark all segments as unvisited.
2 Set startPoint = sporePoint and d = 0.
3 Increment d.
4 Build a list of all paths from startPoint to all tip points,
travelling along only unvisited segments.
5 Find longest path in list and mark each segment of it
as visited and with depth of d
6 For each branch point in the longest path, set startPoint = branchPoint and repeat steps 3-6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Two algorithms implemented in the software: (a) Path following algorithm used for segment
identification. (b) Filament classification algorithm used to determine the filament depth.

4 Calculation of biometrics and statistics
With all key points in an image identified (Figure 4a) and with lengths measured, the software calculates a range of biometrics and statistics. Basic biometrics include the total hyphal
length, the number of tips, the area covered by the bacteria and the number of spore germ tubes.
Histograms are generated of internal segment lengths (the lengths between branch points), distances from tip to nearest branch point and a range of other metrics. Line graphs are plotted
of mean values of metrics against time, while scatter plots are used to plot individual bacteria
metrics against their total hyphal length (a property which is proportional to growth time).
Spore germ tubes are classified as primary filaments, their children as secondary filaments, their
grandchildren as tertiary filaments. We use the term filament depth to describe this - a depth
of 1 relates to a primary filament, 2 a secondary filament and so on. The relative amounts of
filament at each depth is important, as it can be an indicator of the degree to which a bacterium
has colonised its enviornment, as well as an indication of various morphological features.
Because our images don’t show the development of the same bacterium over time, we cannot
classify filaments as they emerge; instead we assume (as is commonly understood) that all tips
extend at a constant, rate and apply the algorithm in Figure 3b to classify segmemts according to
depth. We can also use the depth data to calculate a measure of hyphal balance. In Streptomyces,
there are typically two germ tubes, the second emerging later than the first and extending in the
opposite direction. Adding up the hyphal length on each side of the spore enables insights into
the symmetry of the organism.
The positioning of branches within filaments is considered of biological significance. Our software looks through the list of tip points, identifying any where the distance to the nearest branch
point is less than a threshold value (typically 1.5µm). This tip is classed as an emerging tip and
the nearest branch point provides the point of branching on the parent filament. This parent
branch point will be connected to a previous branch point which represents either its own birth
from another filament, or the site of its previous child branch. New branches tend to form between the tip and the previous branch, so the parent branch point is usually connected to a tip
point which represents the parent filament’s active tip. The distances from the parent’s active
tip to the child branch site and from the child branch site to the previous branch point are useful
indicators of branching behaviour. We can use this information to plot a histogram showing the
distribution of new branch locations on the parent branch (Figure 4b).
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The software also seeks to identify apical branching. In wild-type S. coelicolor, new branches
predominantly form behind a tip, but in some fungi and mutants, the growing tip can split into
two. Such cases are identified by looking for two emerging tips which share the same parent
branch point.
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Figure 4: Example results: (a) The bacterium from Figure 1 after image processing and analysis. (b)
Histograms for segment length and position of child branch for the wild-type and a mutant.

5 Discussion
We have presented the methodology underlying our automated filamentous growth image analysis software tool. The main developments include algorithms for noise reduction, skeletonization, tip and branch point identification, as well as routines to perform statistical analyses on
the derived data. Using the tool, we have begun to analyse a large collection of data from wildtype S. coelicolor and from a number of mutants which display markedly different branching
(Figure 4). The data generated so far with our software is enabling us to highlight a number of
morphological differences which had not previously been obvious and to provide quantitative
analysis of anecdotal observations, with the goal of producing spatial models of growth. We are
in the process of developing ideas about the biological mechanisms involved and, in so doing,
hope to shed light on the function of the genes which are affected in the mutants.
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One of the key ingredients in drug discovery is the derivation of conceptual templates called
pharmacophores. A pharmacophore model characterises the physico-chemical properties common to all active molecules, called ligands, bound to a particular protein receptor, together
with their relative spatial arrangement. A pharmacophore model can be generated from threedimensional structural data describing ligands and their interaction with a particular protein
receptor site. Currently, this is often done manually by inspection and expert judgement and
hence there is a need to develop statistical methodology for deriving pharmacophore models
and quantifying their plausibility.
Since protein-ligand complexes are commonly represented as configurations of points in R3 ,
with each point representing the location of an individual atom, pharmacophore identification
can be reduced directly to the problem of finding points common to a set of configurations.
Methods for the alignment of multiple configurations have been proposed by, for example,
Dryden et al. (2007), and Ruffieux and Green (2008). Here we develop a hierarchical model for
the derivation of pharmacophore templates from multiple configurations of point sets. Within
our model, we require the use of a method for the pairwise alignment of two configurations
that can estimate which points match and the corresponding probabilities. Here we use the
pairwise alignment method described by Green and Mardia (2006)- an alternative choice could
be to use the EM algorithm, as proposed by Kent et al. (2004). We then use the output from
these alignments within a multi-stage algorithm for building templates, which requires the use
of a scoring function for discriminating between various pairwise alignments at each stage. The
templates are formed hierarchially, successively merging configurations or previously formed
templates, using only the common matched points identified from the pairwise alignments. Our
proposed algorithm is capable of identifying multiple subsets of configurations and outputs
templates representing the matched points in each. Chemical information is used by labelling
points by element type, whereby points representing points of different elements are less likely
to be matched than points representing the same element type. Our method is illustrated through
application to two example datasets of ligands binding structurally-related protein active sites.
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New massively parallel sequencing methods are set to revolutionise molecular biology through
the generation of data of unprecedented volume and precision. Our preliminary work with a
technique known as ChIP-Seq has shown that the method can delineate specific marking of
chromatin and binding of the cellular transcriptional machinery to precisely defined regions of
chromosomes, improving significantly in resolution and precision by comparison with older
techniques involving DNA microarrays. We are now continuing this work to study the key
process of cellular differentiation in cells of the immune system. This is a dynamic process
during which cells develop into more specialised cell types by changing their programme of
gene transcription. When it goes wrong can lead to cancer (leukaemia). To fully understand
this process we will use sequencing to examine changes in chromosomal marking, the binding
of key transcription factors and the expression of genes, dynamically as cells differentiate, both
normally and in tumour development. This brings significant statistical challenges, in particular
the need to quantify not only the genomic loci with specific markings and bound transcription
factors but how these change in both position and amplitude with time. We present preliminary
studies of these effects, employing visualization techniques based on the Hilbert curve for high
length linear data (chromosomes), and an assessment of the likely performance of the method
in assessing the necessary dynamic changes.
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Plug-in smoothing parameters in nonparametric
regression
Orathai Polsen∗ and Charles C. Taylor
Department of Statistics, University of Leeds
Nonparametric regression estimation has become quite popular in recent years. A commonly
used nonparametric method for estimating the regression curve is the kernel estimator, exemplified by the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, introduced by Nadaraya (1964) and Watson (1964).
The application of this estimator requires a crucial choice of smoothing parameter. A number
of methods have been developed for choosing the smoothing parameter, for example, crossvalidation and plug-in method. In this work we aim to evaluate alternative plug-in smoothing
parameters for the estimates of the numerator and the denominator of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator separately when the data has a bivariate normal distribution. We give an expression for
the integrated mean squared error (IMSE) and minimization of the IMSE leads to an explicit
formula for an optimal smoothing parameter. A simulation study compares the performance of
cross-validation and plug-in smoothing parameter over various setting of sample size and correlation coefficient. The plug-in smoothing parameter outperforms the one from cross-validation
for samples which have low and moderate correlation.
Keywords: Cross-validation; Nadaraya-Watson estimator; Plug-in method; Smoothing parameter.
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This study is described in two parts, both of which are concerned with shape classification. The
first part discusses a decision tree classification trained on transformed landmarks, which are
produced by a generalized Procrustes analysis. The second focuses on establishing a shape characterised by the set of measurement interior angles in order to use them in classification. This
new shape measurement, under a certain condition, is established without the need to remove
similarity transformations. Based on this interesting and desirable property, multivariate classification approaches, such as discriminant analysis, can straightforwardly be applied to shape
dataset. The empirical distribution of the interior angles is investigated using a kernel method.
A comparison between the decision tree, linear discriminant analysis and nearest mean shape
classifier is made to assess the best technique with respect to the performance of allocation.
Our results based on either simulated or real configurations show that the linear discriminant
classifier trained on interior angles supplies the highest performance.
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1 Introduction
Most proteins exert their biological functions as components of protein complexes. In recent
years, the understanding of the crucial role of protein-protein interactions, both in physiological
and pathological processes, led to the realization that the modulation of specific protein interactions is of great pharmaceutical interest. In the case of amyloid diseases – including Alzheimer’s
disease, Familial Amyloid Polyneuropathy (FAP), type 2 diabetes, and several others –, the formation of protein aggregates and fibrils are at the source of cytotoxicity. Amyloid fibrils and
aggregates are a product of deviant interactions and assembly of conformational intermediates
found along the unfolding pathway of certain proteins.
Transthyretin (TTR) is a homotetrameric protein present in the blood plasma and cerebral spinal
fluid, and is implicated in the deposition of amyloid fibrils in the peripheral nerves and heart
tissue, in disorders such as FAP, Familial Amyloid Cardiomiopathy and Senile Systemic Amyloidosis. Although its biological function is not fully understood, TTR is known to bind and
transport the hormone thyroxine. The formation of amyloid aggregates and fibrils of TTR involves an initial step whereby the native tetramer dissociates to monomers with altered tertiary
structure. This step is critical for amyloid formation and can be modulated by the binding of
thyroxine-like compounds to the two equivalent thyroxine-binding pockets of tetrameric TTR.
Over the last decade, several small molecules have been screened for their ability to stabilize
the tetrameric form of the protein and thereby prevent amyloid formation, but the undesirable
side-effects associated with the discovered binders, or their inability to strongly bind to TTR in
the plasma, are still a major obstacle.
The availability of a large amount of structural data of complexes of TTR with a number of
ligands renders this protein an appealing target for the design of small organic molecules to
interfere with amyloid formation. In this work, we attempt to answer important questions:
Are there any systematic structural differences across multiple complexes and between the two
thyroxine-binding sites of TTR? Does the available information account for the negative cooperativity displayed by most binders? Which docking algorithms and scoring functions better handle the characteristics of these pockets, and therefore, identify drug candidates? We
present the framework of extensive molecular modeling studies applied to TTR: We explored
ligand-based methods – from 2D fingerprints to 3D shape similarity – and docking and scoring algorithms, identifying the most appropriate receptor structures for Virtual Screening (VS).
Moreover, we extracted common pharmacophoric features from known active compounds and
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devised receptor- and ligand-based pharmacophore models. The VS performance of the different methods is evaluated through ROC enrichment plots, on a benchmark set comprising of 22
experimental actives and 738 decoys selected through a protocol similar to the one proposed by
Huang et al. (2006).
The combination of multiple structure- and ligand-based virtual screening methods brings consensus to the elucidation of novel TTR amyloid inhibitors.
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The metabolic networks of many organisms have been predicted; however, the networks have
not been analysed using phylogenetic information. To address this we have created metaTIGER
(www.bioinformatics.leeds.ac.uk/metatiger), from the genomic information from 121 eukaryotes and 404 prokaryotes and sensitive sequence search techniques to predict the presence of
metabolic enzymes. These enzyme sequences were used to create a comprehensive database
of 2,257 maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees, some containing over 500 organisms. The
trees can be viewed using an advanced interactive tree viewer or high-throughput tree searching
is available which can identify trees containing horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events. HGT
is now realised to have played an important role in evolution of eukaryotes. The metaTIGER
phylogenetic trees were used to make high-confidence HGT predictions in ten groups of unicellular eukaryotes. The predictions allow between the organism group comparison of the levels
of HGT which have occurred and support the involvement of Chlamydia in the establishment of
the plastid. The sets of HGT predictions relating to endosymbiosis were found to have greater
connectivity than random. Enrichment analysis was carried out and found enrichment of certain
enzyme types. Interesting cases of the transfer of previously unidentified pathways into eukaryotic pathogens are chosen for more detailed discussion, providing insight into the evolution and
pathogenicity of these parasites.
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There are many statistical challenging problems in protein and RNA Bioinformatics. We can
regard the backbone of a typical protein as an articulated object in three dimensions with fixed
bond lengths between successive amino acids. Hence it can be viewed as a long time series (with
hundreds or thousands of amino acids), where all the information lies in the angles between
successive bonds. There are two types of angles: bond or planar angles, analogous to colatitude,
which are nearly constant here; and dihedral angles, analogous to longitude, which contain all
the information. Thus the basic protein description is reduced to a circular time series. There is
also further angular information coming from side chains.
The aim is to find patterns in such data (see for example, Boomsma et al, 2008). This poster
will give new methods and visualisation tools, including circular principal component analysis
and clustering (cf: Mu et al, 2005; Altis et al, 2007), together with examples. A similar analysis
can also be carried for the structure of RNA molecules. Our method proposes an alternative
approach to Frellsen et al (2009).
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1 Introduction
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a specific MRI modality which provides a unique insight
into tissue structure and organisation in vivo. In DTI, displacement of water molecules over
time is modelled by a zero-mean trivariate Gaussian distribution (Alexander, 2005) with covariance matrix evolving linearly with time and determined by the diffusion tensor (DT), a 3 × 3
symmetric positive-definite matrix. DT inference from observed diffusion MRI data has been
commonly carried out using least squares (Koay et al., 2006) and Bayesian (Behrens et al.,
2007, Zhou et al., 2008) methods. At each location (voxel) of interest, the principal eigenvector
of the tensor estimates the dominant fibre orientation whereas various tensor-derived diffusion
anisotropy indices measure local anisotropy. White matter tractography attempts to integrate
local estimates into brain connectivity maps which are of interest in neuroscience. In particular,
DTI has been used to study stroke (Le Bihan et al., 2001) and a wide range of neurological
disorders such as multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, and schizophrenia
(Lenglet et al., 2009).
Since diffusion MRI is a relatively low resolution modality, advanced tensor processing methods
such as non-Euclidean interpolation, have been considered. Yet, reliable and accurate estimation
of the highly complex white matter architecture of the brain remains a challenge despite the
many advances in modelling, processing, and analysis of diffusion MRI data (Lenglet et al.,
2009). Moreover, further inference, e.g. analysis of variance across groups, depends critically
on tensor processing methods such as interpolation (Chao et al., 2008). At the same time,
the recently introduced DT processing methods based on Procrustes analysis (Dryden et al.,
2009) have shown promising performance and deserve further investigation. Thus, this paper
explores weighted generalized Procrustes analysis (WGPA) in which an arbitrary number of
tensors can be interpolated or smoothed efficiently with the additional flexibility of controlling
their individual contributions. The approach is illustrated through synthetic examples as well as
white matter tractography of a healthy human brain.

2 Weighted Generalised Procrustes Analysis
Consider a sample of N DT’s D1 ,. . . , DN . To ensure their non-negative definiteness (and
symmetry), we use the reparameterisation Di = Qi QTi , where Qi ∈ R3×3 . For example,
Qi = chol(Di ) can be the Cholesky decomposition, in which case Qi is lower triangular with
non-negative diagonal elements. Note that Qi and any of its “rotation and reflection” Qi Ri
(Ri ∈ O(3)) result in the same Di , i.e. Di = Qi QTi = Qi Ri(Qi Ri)T , i = 1, . . . , N.
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Given a suitable distance function dist, the weighted Fréchet sample mean of D1 ,. . . , DN is
defined by:
D̄ = arg inf
D

N
X

wi dist(Di , D)2 ,

(1)

i=1

P
where the weights wi satisfy wi ≥ 0 and N
i=1 wi = 1, and in applications can be, for example,
a function of the Euclidean distance from the location of interest to the sampling locations (e.g.
voxels).
Weighted generalized Procrustes analysis (WGPA) is proposed to estimate D̄ when dist = dS
is the size-and-shape distance (cf. (6) in (Dryden et al., 2009)). It can then be shown that the
WGPA mean tensor is given by
D̄W GP A = Q̄W GP A Q̄TW GP A ,
where Q̄W GP A =

N
P

(2)

wi Qi R̂i and the orthogonal matrices R̂i, i = 1, . . . , N minimize SW GP A ,

i=1

the sum of weighted squared Euclidean norms which is given by
SW GP A (D1 , ..., DN ) =
=
=

inf

R1 ,...,RN

inf

R1 ,...,RN

n
X
i=1

inf

R1 ,...,RN
N
X
i=1

N
X
i=1

wi k Qi Ri −

wi k (1 − wi )Qi Ri −

wi
1
k Qi Ri −
2
(1 − wi )
(1 − wi )

n
X
j=1

X
j6=i

X
j6=i

wj Qj Rj k2
wj Qj Rj k2

wj Qj Rj k2 .

(3)

Below we give Algorithm 1 for computing Q̄W GP A :
Algorithm 1 Weighted Generalised Procrustes Method
1: Initial setting: QP
i ← chol(Di ), i = 1, ..., N
2: SW GP A from previous iteration: Sp ← 0
N
N
P
P
wj QPj k2
wi k QPi −
3: SW GP A from current iteration: Sc ←
j=1

i=1

4:
5:
6:

while |Sp − Sc | > tolerance do
for i = 1 to NP
do
1
Q̄i = 1−wi
wj QPj
j6=i

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Calculate the R̂i minimising k Q̄i − QPi Ri k (partial ordinary Procrustes analysis)
QPi ← QPi R̂i
end for
Sp ← Sc
N
N
P
P
Sc ←
wi k QPi −
wj QPj k2
i=1

12:

end while

13:

Q̄W GP A ←

14:

j=1

N
P

i=1

wi QPi

return Q̄W GP A
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3 Results
3.1 Geodesic interpolation
Figure 1 presents geodesic interpolations of two synthetic DT’s (in red) with Euclidean (dE ),
Procrustes (dS ), Log-Euclidean (dL ) and Riemannian (dR ) metrics respectively. There is a clear
swelling effect in the Euclidean case. However, Procrustes, Log-Euclidean and Riemannian
means provide more reasonable interpolations.

Figure 1: Geodesic interpolations between two anisotropic diffusion tensors (in red) with (top down)
Euclidean dE , Procrustes dS , Log-Euclidean dL and Riemannian dR methods. (Colour figures will be
included in the proceedings available online).

3.2 Applications to real data
A tensor field from a healthy human brain has been smoothed and interpolated (with 2 interpolations between each pair of original voxels). The Fractional Anisotropy (FA) maps from the
processed tensors are shown in Figure 2. Obviously, the FA map from the processed tensor data
is much smoother than the one without processing. The feature that the cingulum is distinct
from the corpus callosum is clearer in the anisotropy map from the processed data (c,d) than in
the unprocessed originals (a,b). Initial fibre tractography results for the brain stem of a healthy
human have been shown in Figure 3. Evidently, the tractography based on the WGPA processed
tensor field is different from the tractography based on the other methods, and work is currently
underway to assess whether WGPA is preferable.
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